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ABSTRACT 
For iisp in genetic evaluation, records of yield traits (milk, fat, and protein) are adjusted 
to a 305-day lactation length, to a 2 times a day (2x) milking, and to a mature equivalent 
basis. If these adjustments are not accurate, the PTAs will be biased and the genetic progress 
will be less than expected. Adjustment factors are usually estimated from solutions of a linear 
model. Some covariance components are needed to use in an animal model. However, the 
effect of different variance component estimates when estimating adjustment factors has not 
been studied. The goals for this study were: 1) estimate covariance components to be used 
in mixed model equations: 2) test for the effect of interactions of milking frequency with 
parity, covariates of days in milk, and covariates of days pregnant: 3) estimate adjustment 
factors to correct yield records from 3x to 2x: 4) evaluate the effect of covariance component 
estimates on estimating adjustment factors to correct yield records from 3x to 2x. Test-day 
data from 10 states of the USA and a random regression model were used for estimation of 
adjustment factors. Three sets of covariance components were estimated from three samples of 
the data. Adjustment factors were estimated for each set of covariance component estimates 
which were used in the mixed model equations. There were three sets of adjustment factors 
estimated for milk, fat and protein yield. Covariance component estimates did not change the 
est ima tes much of adjustment factors obtained from the solutions of the mixed model equations. 
All contemporary group effects (herd-test-date, herd-year-season, and parity-calving-season-
state j showed significant effects. The interactions of management group with parity, covariates 
of days-in-milk. and covariates of days pregnant, also, showed significant effects. A set of 
adjustment factors estimates, obtained by using a pool of three sets covariance component 
estimates in the mixed model equations, is recommended for use in dairy industry. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
For use in genetic evaluation, records of milk. fat. and protein are adjusted to a 305-day 
lactation length, to a 2 times a day (2x) milking, and to a mature equivalent basis. If these 
adjustments are not accurate, the PTAs will be biased and the genetic progress will be less than 
expected. Until 1998 the adjustment procedure to correct from 3x to 2x. was that proposed 
by Kendrick in 1953 [46]. This adjustment procedure takes into account the number of days 
milked 3x. total number of days-in-milk. and the age of the cow. However, a recent study 
of Karaca [45] found that the 3x effect depends on parity number, days open, and stage of 
lactation in which cows have been milked 3x. 
Milking cows three times a day (3x) has increased in the United States, mainly in dairy-
states where the herds are usually large. According to some authors [2, 3, 5. 9, 16, 19, 30, 91], 
the high cost of facilities, improved labor efficiency due to parlor mechanization, and higher 
milk yield per cow. have increased the interest in 3x milking to make the dairy business 
more profitable. Higher milk production by cows milked 3x is frequently observed in studies 
comparing production of cows milked 3x with cows milked 2x [2, 3. 5. 9, 11. 12, 16, 18, 20, 30, 
42. 45. 50. 52. 50. 58. 71. 73. 77. 78. 91]. 
Three reasons have been given [91] to explain the increase of production due to 3x milking: 
1) reduced inhibiting effect of intramammary pressure: 2) reduced inhibiting effect of certain 
milk components that are exerted within milk production cells: and 3) elevation of certain 
hormones related with higher production. 
2 
Adjustment factors are usually estimated from solutions of a linear model. When an animal 
model is fit. estimates of covariance components must be provided. However, the effect of 
different covariance component estimates when estimating adjustment factors has not been 
studied yet. 
Therefore, the goals for this study were 1) estimate covariance components to be used in 
mixed model equations: 2) test for the effect of interactions of milking frequency with parity, 
covariates of days in milk and covariates of days pregnant: 3) estimate adjustment factors to 
correct yield records from 3x to 2x: 4) evaluate the effect of covariance component estimates 
on estimating adjustment factors to correct yield records from 3x to 2x: 
3 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
M i l k i n g  c o w s  t h r e e  t i m e s  a  d a y  
According to DePeters el al. [18]. the number of cows milked 3 times (3x) a day, is increasing 
manly in dairy states where herds are usually large, milk production is high, and milking 
facilities and equipment are modern. Some dairymen have changed from two times (2x) to 3x 
milking to decrease production costs and increase milk yield. 
In general, well-managed herds that are switched from 2x to 3x can expect an increase on 
milk production, a slight improvement on fat production and better herd health [58]. Con­
versely. in herds that are not well-managed or those without appropriate facilities for 3x milk­
ing. the change of milking frequency might only make the existing problems worse, and 3x 
milking will not be an advantage [5]. 
Many studies have been conducted to study the effect of milking frequency in dairy cows. 
One of the methods that has been used is the udder-half technique. In this method, one side 
of the udder is milked 2x while the other side is milked 3x. According to Bohling et al. [11] 
results from some trials using half-udder technique in the early 1940s have shown that milking 
3x increases the production of milk from 6 to 32 %, and also increases the production of fat 
front 0 to 12 %. Cash and Yapp [14] reported that the difference in production of the two 
udder halves increased as the lactation progressed. The cows that had half of their udders 
milked 3x produced 32% more than those who had half of their udders milked 2x. A lower 
percentage increase in milk yield was found by Agarwala and Sundaresan [l] and Morag [69], 
who reported that the udder half that was milked 3x produced 8.4 and 11 % more, respectively. 
Based on the udder-half technique, three suggestions have been given to explain the in­
crease on milk yield due to milking cows 3x: (1) reduction of intramammary pressure. (2) 
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stimulation of certain hormone activity that increases the production of milk, and (3) reduc­
tion of concentration of milk components which have negative effects within milk secreting 
cells [58. 91], However, no relation between intramammary pressure and milk secretion was 
found when the interval between milking is not greater than 12 hours and daily production is 
not greater than 65 lbs [74]. Also, it has been reported that cows milked more often increase 
their exposure to oxytocin but cows injected with oxytocin increase their production by only 
I to 1.5V7 [99]. Therefore, it seems that not one single factor but all factors combined cause 
the observed increase of production in cows milked 3x. 
Many other papers dealing with field data also support the notion that cows milked 3x 
produce more milk than cows milked 2x [2. 3. 5, 9. 11. 12. 16, 18. 20, 30, 42, 45, 50, 52, 56, 
•>S. 71. 73. 77. 7K. 91]. However. Waterman et al. [106] did not find significant differences in 
milk production between a group of cows milked 3x and another group milked 2x during a 
12 weeks trial. This unexpected result might be because each group of cows was composed 
of both Holstein and Jersey breeds. It has been reported that the Jersey breed has a lower 
response to 3x milking than the Holstein breed [12]. 
There is a large range for the percentage of increase in milk yield in those papers reporting 
favorable results of an increase in milking frequency. Such a range may occur because the 3x 
milking effect, depends on other factors such as breed, genetic level, cow's parity number, level 
of nutrition, stage of lactation, production level and some management practices. The impact 
of these factors will be described in the following sections. 
Parity number and milking three times a day 
Gisi et al. [30] analyzed test-day yields from California herds that had cows initially milked 
2x and changed their milking frequency to 3x a day. The authors found that the cows in 3x 
herds in their second or later lactation produced 12 % more than the original cows in the 2x 
herd, while first lactation 3x herd cows produced 14 % more than the original 2x herd cows. 
Allen et al. [2] reported that cows milked 3x produced 19.4, 13.5, 11.7. and 13.4 % more 
milk in first, second, third, and fourth and later parities, respectively, than their counterparts 
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milked 2x. Amos et al. [3] reported that first-lactation and muciparous cows milked 3x. 
yielded 25.2 and 18.5 % more, respectively, than their counterparts milked 2x. These authors 
also reported that after 15 weeks, muciparous cows milked 2x were producing less milk than 
heifers milked 3x. 
DePeters et al. [19] observed that first-lactation cows milked 3x produced 6 % more milk 
than their counterparts 2x. although that difference was not significant. For older cows, the 
difference in milk yield depended on which kind of dietary treatment change the cows milked 
3x were subjected to. C'ows whose diet was changed from high to medium at 31 kg of milk 
per day and from medium to low at 25 kg of milk per day. showed an increase of 13 % in 
comparison to cows milked 2x. The other group that changed from high to medium at 28 kg 
of milk per day and from medium to low at 25 kg of milk per day. showed an increase of 17 % 
in relation to cows milked 2x. 
Barnes et al. [9] reported that cows milked 3x yielded 14 and 6 % more than cows milked 
2x during their first and second lactations, respectively. Barnes et al. [9] also reported that 
daughters of non-commercial sires had a greater response to 3x than daughters of selected A.I. 
sires. Karaca [-15] observed that cows milked the entire lactation 3x produced 12.2 % more 
milk, s.9 /protein yield than cows milked the entire lactation 2x. 
Stage of lactation and milking three times a day 
Amos et al. [3] observed that first lactation cows milked 3x, peaked later (at the ninth 
week) than their counterparts milked 2x (at the seventh week), while second and later lactation 
cows milked 3x or 2x both peaked at the sixth week of lactation. 
Pearson et al. [71] observed little effect of changing from 2x to 3x in the beginning of the 
lactation. However, as the lactation advanced, cows milked 3x produced more milk. At 56 
days of lactation 3x cows had an average cumulative production that was 5 % greater than 2x 
cows, at 154 days 9 % greater, and at 182 days of lactation 10 % greater. In this experiment 
cows were not allowed to be milked 3x less than 45 or more than 150 days during the lactation. 
Nevertheless, it was found that cows that were milked 3x in early lactation, were producing 
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10 < more milk at 280 days of lactation than their counterparts that were milked 2x for the 
whole lactation. Switching back from 3x to 2x decreased milk yield by 6 % in the first week. 
However, a positive carry over effect was observed for cows milked 3x when switch to 2x took 
place, which might be due to higher yield level [71]. A positive carry over effect on milk yield 
when changing from 3x to 2x was also observed by Poole [73]. 
Karaca [45] made a detailed study concerning the relationship of changing milking frequency 
and stage of lactation. He found that the effect of changing milking frequency depended upon 
the stage of lactation and the direction of changing milking frequency, i.e. either from 2x to 
3x or from 3x to 2x. Cows that changed from 3x to 2x in the first half of lactation (less than 
150 days in milk) produced more milk, fat. and protein than those changing from 2x to 3x 
also in the first half of the lactation. However, when the change happened in the second half 
of the lactation (from 150 up to 305 days in milk), changing from 2x to 3x had a larger effect 
than changing from 3x to 2x. Changing milking frequency either from 3x to 2x or 2x to 3x 
during the second half of lactation had a larger effect than changing milking frequency during 
the first half of lactation. Karaca [45] concluded that the stage of lactation in which the cows 
were milked 3x should be considered when adjusting test-day records to the 2x basis. 
Feed intake, body weight and milking three times a day 
Some authors have found that cows milked 3x did not consume significantly more feed, but 
tended to weight less [3. 8. IS. 78]. and gained less weight during lactation than cows milked 
2x [19. 73]. However. Amos et al. [3] observed that cows milked 3x showed better utilization of 
feed nutrients for milk production or a higher rate of tissue catabolism because 3x cows only 
required 92 kg more of dry matter intake to increase average milk production by 1299 kg. 
Low feed consumption and higher rate of tissue catabolism by 3x cows was also observed 
by Barnes et al. [9] and by DePeters et al. [19]. However. DePeters et al. [18] reported 
that production efficiency depended on maturity of the cow. First parity 3x cows had the 
>ame production efficiency as their counterpart 2x cows, while multiparity 3x cows were more 
efficient on production than multiparity 2x cows. 
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Conversely. Rao et al. [78] clid not observe decline in body weight in cross-bred cows milked 
3x. The authors suggested that the efficiency of feed utilization in cross bred cows milked 3.x 
was greater than in cross bred cows milked 2x. 
Changing feed management is an important issue when changing herds from milking -2x to 
•jx. A decrease in production can be expected in 3x herds if dairymen do not improve feeding 
programs to compensate for higher production [77]. 
Milk components and quality, and milking three times a day 
Allen et al. [2] and Barnes et al. [9] observed a slightly lower milk fat percentage in cows 
milked 3x. although both reported that total milk fat yield was greater for cows milked 3x. A 
higher fat yield by cows milked 3x was also observed by Erdman and Varner [20], Klei et al. 
[50], and Rao et al. [78]. 
Campos et al. [12] observed a different response in fat and protein production between 
Holstein and Jersey breeds. Holsteins milked 3x produced 29kg (12.3%) more of fat and 19kg 
(8.8%) more of protein than their counterparts milked 2x. Jerseys milked 3x produced 13kg 
( (i.2'/( ) more of fat and 7kg (4.3%) more of protein than their counterparts milked 2x. A higher 
protein yield for 3x cows was also reported by Klei et al. [50]. 
However. Amos et al. [3] and DePeter et al. [18] found no significant difference in percentage 
of individual components (protein, milk fat. and lactose) between cows milked 3x and 2x. Poole 
[73] did not find a significant difference for milk fat either. Gisi et al. [30] observed that first 
lactation cows milked 3x. showed lower fat percentage and the same solids-not-fat percentage 
than first lactation cows milked 2x. but the same fat percentage and solids-not-fat percentage 
for second and later lactation cows milked either 3x or 2x. 
Sapru et al. [86] found that cows milked 3x had lower concentration of casein and milk 
fat than cows milked 2x. The authors suggested that these facts could decrease cheese yield. 
No effect of milking frequency was found on milk flavor or plasmin activity [50] and for cheese 
composition [86]. Cheese made with milk produced by cows milked 3x had a higher fat loss in 
whey at draining and the same protein loss in comparison with cheese made from 2x cows [86]. 
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Udder health and milking three times a day 
Waterman et al. [106] observed a trend for reduced SC'C and bacterial infection when 
rows are milked 3x. although the differences found were not significant. The author concluded 
that milking cows 3x per day did not affect the udder health. Van Der lest and Hillerton 
[102] suggested that more frequent milking (every 4 hours) would reduce somatic cell count, 
especially for sub-clinically infected cows because frequent milking causes a greater removal of 
bacteria and their metabolites. 
Allen et al. [2] observed that udder health, measured by California Mastitis Test (CMT) 
scores, was lower for cows milked 3x than for cows milked 2x. However. Gisi et al. [30] observed 
that CMT score was not affected by milking frequency. 
Reproductive performance and milking three times a day 
The first studies discussed in this section are not from experiments comparing 3x cows 
with 2x cows but they do provide some general information about reproductive factors that 
are helpful to understand the reproductive performance of cows milked 3x. At the end of this 
section, some studies specifically related with milking frequency are discussed. 
In general, pregnancy status is not taking into account in genetic evaluation, because early 
termination of pregnancy is not well reported [98]. However, a significant effect of pregnancy 
on milk yield has been observed [21. 75] and correction for this effect has been suggested 
[(i. 21. 72. 82. 94]. Auran [6] suggested that either month in pregnancy, calving interval or days 
open should be used when adjusting for the effect of pregnancy on milk yield. 
Reents and Dopp [82] observed that after the second half of lactation, the effect of pregnancy 
in milk production depended on the length of calving interval. Cows with a short calving 
interval showed clear depression of milk production. On the other hand, cows with a longer 
calving interval, i.e. a smaller fetus on a given day in milk, had a much smaller decline in daily 
production towards the end of lactation [82]. 
Bar-Anan and Soller et al. [8] and Schaeffer and Henderson [60] found a positive association 
of days open in the previous lactation with milk yield in the following lactation. Bar-Anan and 
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Soller et al. [s] found the highest effects of this association in high-yielding herds. Based on 
this result, the authors suggested that additional rest between calvings should be given to high 
producing cows. In fact, the positive genetic correlation between milk yield and reproductive 
performance indicates that high-producing cows were bred later, took longer to conceive, and 
required more services per conception than low-producing cows [10]. 
Carman [13] reported that the period of parturition to first estrus was positively correlated 
with level of production in the previous lactation, suggesting that differences in production level 
had some carry-over effect on whether estrus occurs sooner or later in the following lactation. 
A similar result was found by Thompson et al. [100]. who reported that increased production 
was associated with longer open periods. 
Carman [13]. measuring breeding efficiency by days to first estrus, days to conception, and 
services to conception, found repeatability and heritabilitv estimates close to zero for breeding 
efficiency, suggesting low response to selection for breeding efficiency. Marti and Funk [60], 
Schaeffer and Henderson [88]. Hansen [32], and Smith and Legates [92] also found heritabilitv 
estimates for days open close to zero. 
The effect of milking frequency with days open and other related reproductive efficiency 
measurements does not have a good agreement in the literature. Allen et al. [2] reported 
that the effect of milking frequency on number of days to last breeding, number of breedings, 
and days open, depended on lactation number. First lactation 3x cows had a larger number 
of days to last breeding, a larger number of breedings, and therefore a larger number of days 
open than 2.x cows. Second lactation 3x cows showed no difference in days to last breeding or 
days open but required a larger number of breedings than 2x cows. Third and fourth lactation 
3x cows had a smaller number of days to last breeding, no difference in number of breedings 
and therefore a smaller number of days open than 2x cows. 
Karaca [45] reported that cows milked 3x had on average 13.85 more days open than cows 
milked 2x in current lactations. The author also reported that cows changing from 3x to 2x in 
the second half of lactation (from 150 to 305 days-in-milk) had more days open than changing 
cows from 2x to 3x in current lactations. 
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Queseii berry et al. [77] reported that days open increased by 14 days in 7 herds milked 
3x for :{(> months. Barnes et al. [9] observed that increase on milking frequency did not alter 
number of days to first estrus. number of breedings, or days open. Gisi et al. [30] reported 
that calving interval, days open, and service per conception were not significantly affected by 
milking frequency. 
DePeters et al. [19] reported no significant difference in reproductive performance between 
cows milked 3x and 2x. Cows milked 3x also showed heritabilities estimates close to zero for 
days open as reported by Karaca [45]. 
Test-day model 
Most of the analyses of dairy cattle data have been based on 305-day lactation records. 
This lactation record, obtained based on the available test-day records, is computed following 
a standardization procedure as described by VViggans [107], and Wiggans and Dickison [109]. 
However, when the procedure to obtain the 305-day lactation yield is applied, the information 
about environmental effects specific for each test-day is not available anymore. A new type of 
model, known as test-day model, has been proposed to take into account those environmental 
effects. Three different test-day model approaches have been used for dairy cattle genetic 
evaluation. 
First approach 
In the first approach, known as the 2-step method, each test-day record is corrected for the 
environmental effects that influenced that test-day. Then the corrected test-day records are 
converted to a 305-dav lactation record and analyzed in a conventional way. This approach 
has been used in Australia [44. 63]. in New Zealand [43] and in the USA [93]. 
Second approach 
In the second approach, test-day records are directly used in genetic evaluation. This 
approach lias been proposed for genetic evaluation in the USA by USDA [108, 110, 111, 112]. 
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lu this proposal, a multiple-trait test-day-model considers yield traits (milk, fat, and protein), 
parity groups (first and later parities) and stages of lactation as different traits. 
Ptak and Schaeffer [76]. using Canadian Holstein data, fit a test-day model that accounted 
for random genetic and permanent environment effects, and the fixed effect of herd-test-date. 
A sub-model with fixed regression coefficients on days in milk within age-season group was also 
fit to account for the general shape of the lactation curve. Similar models under the second 
approach have also been used in Germany [79. 81. S3], Brazil [57]. and Costa Rica [104]. 
Third approach 
The third approach, like in the second approach, also uses individual test-days yields and in 
addition, fits regression coefficients for random effects in the model, such as animal and perma­
nent environmental effects. Strabel and Misztal [95] suggested that temporary environmental 
effects could also be fit with random regression coefficients. 
Random regression coefficients were presented by Henderson [33] and Henderson Jr. [34]. 
A test-day-model for dairy cattle genetic evaluation with random regression coefficients for 
animal effect was proposed by Schaeffer and Dekkers [87]. The authors named this model a 
random regression model. Since then, other random regression models have been tested to be 
used for Canadian genetic evaluation [36, 37, 38, 39. 40]. 
An alternative procedure to the use of random regression model, is the use of covariance 
functions. It has been shown, by Meyer and Hill [64] and by Van Der Werf et al. [103], that 
random regression models and covariance functions are two equivalent procedures. Covariance 
functions, defined as a function of age or time, are the extension of the covariance matrices for 
several or an infinite number of measurements. 
Different random regression models have been studied to fit particular needs for genetic 
evaluation, such as those proposed for genetic evaluation in Finland [54, 96], Poland [95], and 
USA [25. 26. 27. 28]. 
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Expected advantages of test-day-models 
There are many advantages of using test-day-models over traditional models for genetic 
evaluation of 305 day lactation records. In general, test-day-models: 
1. correct for environmental Factors that affect individual test-day records by including 
test-date effects in the model [22. 37. 40. 43, 51. 79. 112]; 
2. allow genetic evaluation for additional traits related to milk yield, such as persistency 
and part-lactation yields [22. 87]: 
3. may decrease the generation interval, if selection is based on early test-day yields [57, 82, 
99]: 
4. can use all pieces of information [112]. Therefore there is no need to extend records by 
using factors and rules [76. 98] and no assumption about the length of lactation has to 
be made [98]: 
•">. increase the accuracy of genetic evaluation [76. 112] because it accounts for effects such 
as season of production represented by the herd-test-date effect [94]: 
6. consider genetic and environmental factors specific to each test-day yield throughout the 
lactation [37. 76. 98]: and 
7. do not require evaluation of milk components for each test-day. if a multiple trait test-
day-model is used in genetic evaluation [39]; 
In addition of all advantages of using regular test-day-models, random regression models 
have the following advantages 
L may provide greater stability of bull evaluation, because random regression models can 
account for differences in the shape of lactation curve and in maturity rate among daugh­
ters [39. 108. 112]: 
2. account for the heterogeneity of genetic and environmental variances during the lactation 
period [97. 98. 104]: 
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Some of the disadvantages of using test-day-models are 
L. increase of computational requirement due to correlated genetic effects and number of 
records to be processed [39. 87. 98. 112]. 
2. in the past, test-days were converted to lactation records. For those test-days, informa­
tion about individual test-days is not available anymore [39]: 
Variance components and heritability estimates using test-day models 
Jamrozik et al. [40] reported that residual variance estimates for test-day yields (milk, fat. 
and protein) differed between first and later lactations. Estimates of residual variance were 
also higher at the beginning and at the end of lactation. Similar results for residual variance 
estimates were also reported by Rekaya et al. [84] and by Swalve [97]. 
Most of the studies agree that higher heritability estimates for test-day yields are usually 
found in mid-lactation [70. 95. 98. 97, 104]. However, some random regression models have 
produced highest estimates in the beginning of lactation [37] or both at the beginning and at 
the end of lactation [47]. This results might be due to the over projection of genetic variances 
at the edges of a defined lactation curve trajectory [47]. 
Gengler et al. [28]. using a multitrait test-day-model, found minimum heritability estimates 
(0.14. 0.14. and 0.13 for milk. fat. and protein yields, respectively) around peak of production. 
Heritabilities estimates increased to a maximum of 0.24, 021. and 0.24, respectively, around 
eight months in milk and declined slightly afterwards. 
Pander et al. [70]. also using a test-day-model, found higher range of heritabilities estimates 
than Gengler et al. [28] for milk, fat, and protein yields. For milk yield, the estimates ranged 
from 0.27 to 0.43. for fat yield from 0.16 to 0.34. and for protein yield from 0.22 to 0.33 [70]. 
In general, heritabilities estimates for test-day yields do not exceed the heritability estimates 
for 305-day yield [70. 75. 97. 98]. However, Jamrozik and Schaeffer [37] found heritability 
estimates for test day yields greater than those estimated for 305-day yield. They fit a test-
day-model with random regression coefficients for animal effects. Milk test-day yields produced 
heritability estimates ranging from 0.40 to 0.59 while 305-day milk yield lactation records 
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produced a heritability estimate of 0.3*2. When using a different model, in which permanent 
environmental effects was fit with random regression coefficients. Jamrozik et al. [41] found 
lower heritability estimates for milk yield ranging from 0.38 to 0.40 in first lactation and from 
0.37 to 0.40 in second lactation. 
Low heritability estimates for milk. fat. and protein yields have been reported by Tijani et 
al. [LOI] (0.20. 0.l(j. and 0.17. respectively). using a covariance function, and by Strabel and 
Misztal [95] (0.17. 0.12. and 0.13). using a random regression model. Strabel and Misztal [95] 
suggested that the low estimates they observed might be due to the low production level of 
Polish Black and White cattle. 
One advantage of the test-dav-model is the possibility of reducing the generation interval. 
However. S waive [97] and Pander et al. [70] do not recommend selection based on the first 
test-day. because there is a large amount of unexplained variance associate with the first test-
day. 
A possible safer reduction in generation interval might be obtained if selection is based 
on mid-lactation test-day yields. Machado et al. [57] suggested the fifth test-day as selection 
criterion because the fifth test-day yield had the same heritability estimate (0.32) as the 305-
day lactation record, and also a high genetic correlation with the 305-day lactation record. 
Swalve [9S] and Strabel and Misztal [95] reported greater resemblance of heritability be­
tween milk and protein yields than between milk and fat yields. This resemblance pattern is 
expected since a higher genetic correlation between milk and protein yield, than between milk 
and fat. has been found when working with 305-day records [24, 40]. Strabel and Misztal [95] 
found that fat yield heritability estimates decreased toward the middle of lactation and rose 
after reaching the minimum. 
Differences in heritability estimates might be expected when fitting different models. Ket-
tunen et al. [47] compared two random regression models with a multitrait model, in which 
different lactation stages were considered as different traits. They found heritabilities esti­
mates. ranging from 0.29 to 0.58 for two random regression models from 0.23 to 0.34 for a 
multitrait model. 
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Gengler et al. [28. 29] fit two models using the same data set. The covariance function 
model [2Sj produced heritability estimates 20 % larger than a multitrait model [29]. 
Correlations among test-days within the same trait 
Genetic correlations among adjacent test-days, within the same lactation and trait, are 
usually high and positive and among distant test-days usually low [28. 29, 37, 47, 57, 70, 85. 
104]. The highest correlation estimates have been found between mid-lactation test-days. i.e. 
between the fifth and sixth test-days [70. 98] and the lowest between the first and last test day 
[47]. However. Machado et al. [57] found a genetic correlation equal one between the first and 
last test-day. This last result may have result from the small data set at the end of lactation 
[57] or the model chosen for estimating variance components [98]. 
Strabel and Misztal [95] observed low estimates for genetic correlations between peripheral 
test-days with simultaneous extreme heritability estimates at early and late lactation. Gadini 
et al. [24] found 0.94 as a minimum for the genetic correlation between adjacent test-day milk 
yields. This minimum decreased to .55 when test-days were nine test-days apart. Similar 
patterns were found for genetic correlations among test-days for fat and protein yield [24]. 
The pattern observed for genetic correlation among test-day yields tends to be the same 
for residual [SO] and phenotvpic correlations [28. 63, 104], although the phenotypic correlations 
tend to have lower estimates than genetic correlations [70, 104]. Due to the high correlations 
observed among most of the test-day yields, Strabel and Misztal [95] suggested that a re­
peatability model could be used as an alternative to a multiple-trait model to analyze multiple 
parities for genetic evaluation in Poland. 
Approaches to handle large data 
In comparison with conventional models for genetic evaluation based on 305-day lactation 
records, test-day-models must handle larger data sets, for the same number of cows. For 
example, a test-day model for analysis of 1000 lactation records, each with 10 test-days, must 
handle 10 times the number of records than a conventional analysis of 305-day records. In 
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addition to this, the number of parameters is larger in test-day models. In many test-day-
models. fixed regression coefficients are fit. to account for the general shape of lactation curve. 
If a random regression model is selected, the number of parameters is even larger because a 
set of random regression coefficients is fit for each animal effect. Sometimes random regression 
coefficients are also used to account for permanent environmental effects for each animal. 
Because of these features test-day-models require much more computing. Some authors made 
some suggestions to overcome these problems. 
Gengler et al. ['26. 27] proposed an algorithm to fit random regression models to extremely 
largo data sets. This algorithm is composed of two iterative steps. This method has some 
similarities with the method proposed by Van Der Werf et al. [103]. The Gengler et al. 
[27. 26] method has the advantage of describing more complicated residual structures because 
the residual matrices do not need to be diagonal as in Van Der Werf et al. [103]. Gengler et 
al. [27] showed that, theoretically, the solutions from their proposed algorithm are equivalent 
to those from traditional random regression models. Test computation with 176,495 test-day 
yields, showed that correlations between solutions from their algorithm with solutions from 
conventional random regression methods, were greater than 0.97 for milk, fat, and protein 
yields. 
Lidauer et al. [54] and Stranden and Lidauer [96] introduced the idea of using a precondi­
tioned conjugate gradient as part of the iterative algorithm for estimation of breeding values 
with a random regression model applied to large data sets. Lidauer et al. [54] studied the 
convergence characteristics of a program implemented with the preconditioned conjugate gra­
dient when using random regression models with data sets that included 6,732,765 test-day 
milk yields and pedigree information on 1,099.622 animals. They found that the implemented 
program took 156 rounds of iterations less than a program that did not use a preconditioned 
conjugate gradient. Also, the CPU time required for the implemented program was 14% of 
the program without such implementation. Stranden and Lidauer [96] compared two programs 
implemented with a conjugate gradient. One of those programs iterated on data and the other 
did not. They assessed this comparison via estimation of breeding values using univariate. 
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multivariate, and random regression models. The iteration on data version took one-third of 
central processing time of that required for non-iteration on data version. More complicated 
models showed better performance with the iteration on data version. 
Use of covariance functions in genetic evaluation 
As mentioned earlier, covariance functions provide an alternative method to random re­
gression for analysis of repeated records [64]. According to Meyer and Hill [64], covariance 
functions can be fit for any source of variation such as phenotypic. genetic, and permanent 
environment. A polynomial function can be of full or reduced order. The full order is equiv­
alent to estimating covariance components under a multivariate analysis. The reduced order 
involves estimating a matrix of coefficients with rank equal to the order of fit. 
Kirkpatrick et al. [48] applied a covariance function model to dairy cattle data to predict 
I lie covariance between any pair of points throughout the lactation. Later. Veerkamp and 
God dard [LOô] extended the Kirkpatrick et al. [48] covariance function model, to consider 
simultaneously three yield traits and herd production levels. 
Veerkamp and Goddard [105] used a two-stage approach to reduce the number of param­
eters to predict (co)variances components. In the first step. 1176 genetic (co)variances for 48 
traits from first lactation test-day yields, were estimated bv a series of bivariate animal model 
analyses. The estimated genetic and environmental (co)variances were obtained by averaging 
the variances across all bivariate runs. These estimated (co)variance matrices were treated as 
data to estimate the covariance function coefficients in the second step. By using this approach, 
Veerkamp and Goddard [105] were able to reduce the number of parameters from 1176 to 27 for 
predicting genetic (co)variances and from 312 to 71 for predicting environmental (co)variances. 
This reduced model was able to explain 39.7% of the variance in genetic (co)variances and 99.3 
' i of the variance of the environmental (co)variances. 
On the other hand, the method proposed by Meyer and Hill [64] has the advantage of 
estimating the covariance function parameters directly from the data instead of using the 
t wo-stage approach of Veerkamp and Goddard [105]. However. Veerkamp and Goddard [105] 
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justified the use of two-stage approach because of problems of convergence faced by Meyer and 
Mill [6-1]. 
Gengler et al. [25. 28] used covariance functions to describe the (co)variance structure 
within and across yield traits and parities. As mentioned earlier, the covariance function 
model [28] produced heritability estimates 20 % larger than a multitrait model [29]. 
Taking into account contemporary groups and heterogeneous variance 
In general, the effect of herds can not be estimated free of other environmental effects. 
Therefore, interactions of herds with other environmental effects, such as season of calving, 
need to be defined, leading to definitions of contemporary groups such as herd-year-season. 
When contemporary groups are defined in terms of days by using herd-test-date information, 
a new type of contemporary group that accounts for season of that test test-day is defined. 
This is called the herd-test-date effect. Most of the times, herd-test-date classes have a smaller 
number of animals per class than herd-year-season classes [98]. 
Ptak and Schaeffer [76] compared test-day-models that contained either herd-test-date 
or herd-year-season as fixed effects. They observed that models containing the herd-test-date 
effect reduced residual variation by 24 % over models with herd-year-season effects. In addition 
to this, models with herd-test-date showed more precise adjustment for seasons than those with 
herd-year-season. 
Stanton et al. [94] tested different test-day-models to study the influence of age, season, 
and herd productivity on Holstein lactation curves. They observed that test-day-models with 
a herd-test-date effect were better able to account for seasonal variation among cows calving 
in different seasons. 
Poso et al. [75] compared test-day-models that used different definitions of contemporary 
groups. The model that included the interaction effect of herd with test month, provided 
a better description of seasonal variation within herd, than models that included either an 
interaction of herd with calving year or of herd with year-season of production. 
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Rckaya et al. [85] compared herd-vear-season and herd-test-date as definition for contem­
porary groups for analysis of test-day records. They found that models that contained herd-
test-date effect provided a better description of the environmental factors affecting test-day 
records. However, some test-dav-models that include both herd-year-season and herd-test-date 
effects have been suggested for genetic evaluation in USA [108. 110. 112]. 
Kistemaker and Schaeffer [49] recommended adjustment for heterogenous herd-test-date 
variance to avoid biases in genetic evaluation They observed that adjustment for heterogenous 
herd-test-date variance was effective because it reduced the mean and variance of the difference 
between the estimated breeding value of the animal and its parental average EBV. 
Regression coefficients in a test-day model 
The test-day model proposed by Ptak and Schaeffer [76] does allow cows from different sub-
contemporary groups to have different average lactation curves but does not allow deviations 
from these average curves. However, the random regression model proposed by Schaeffer and 
Dekkers [87] does account for such deviations by computing a lactation curve for each animal. 
In a random regression model, a lactation curve is defined by two sets of regressions coef­
ficients on functions of days in milk. The first set is the same for cows belonging to the same 
class of contemporary group (considered as a fixed effect), such as age and month of calving. 
The second set is specific to each animal (considered as a random effect). Therefore this second 
set of regression coefficients are considered random regression coefficients [72, 87]. Jamrozik et 
al. [36] recommended the use of the same function for both fixed and random regression part 
in a random regression model because with different functions the convergence was adversely 
affected. 
Liu et al. [55] compared a random regression model with the fixed regression model (model 
proposed by Ptak and Schaeffer [76]). They found that the EBV's obtained from the random 
regression model had higher correlation with the EBV's obtained from animal model analyses 
of 305-day yields than EBV's obtained from the fixed regression model. 
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The covariables used to describe the lactation curve play an important role in a test-day-
model because tliey describe the distribution of the test-day yields across days in milk within 
lactation. Guo and S waive [31] compare eight sets of covariables for fitting lactation curves 
based on two criteria. The correlation between actual and estimated yield was used as the first 
criterion, and the mean absolute error comparing actual and estimated yield was used as the 
>econd criterion. The model describing a lactation curve with square root and logarithm of 
days-in-milk as covariables. showed a reasonable fit for milk, fat and protein yield. 
Use of adjustment factors in livestock species 
The main objective of breeding programs for livestock species is to maximize the genetic 
gain for some important phenotypic traits. However, much of the phenotypic variation observed 
Ibr those t raits is environmental in nature and it can be corrected by using adequate adjustment 
factors. Adjustment of phenotypic records for known sources of environmental variation is 
commonly used prior to genetic evaluation for some livestock species. Adjusted data records, 
allows animals to be evaluated on an equal basis by reducing or eliminating known sources of 
variation. The adjustment procedure provides more accurate genetic evaluation and selection 
decision [7], 
In principle, adjustment factors should be able to equalize subclass means, equalize sub­
classes variances, and account for important interactions between environmental effects [4. 17]. 
Additive and/or multiplicative adjustment factors are normally used to adjust for known 
sou ices of variation in traits evaluated in livestock species. Multiplicative factors increase or 
decrease the variance within adjusted subclasses in proportion to the square of the factor used 
for correction of the subclasses. Additive factors do not change the variance of the adjusted 
classes. However, both multiplicative and additive factors could equalize means of the adjusted 
subclasses [4. 17]. 
Therefore, the use of additive factors, is recommended when there is homogeneity of vari­
ation among subclasses. On the other hand, multiplicative factors are recommended when a 
positive correlation between the subclass mean and variance exists [7]. 
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If there are interactions among environmental factors, both multiplicative and additive 
adjustments might be needed. Some interaction classes might be corrected by using additive 
factors, others by using multiplicative factors. However, not all interactions might be important 
biologically. Therefore, some authors recommend considering interactions only if they explain 
some reasonable part of the total variation and if they have a practical meaning [7, 15]. 
Anderson and Willltam [4] used a mixed model to evaluate the effect of creep management, 
.-ex and age of dam and to obtain adjustment factor for these environmental factors in beef 
cattle. They found that interactions of management by sex. management by age of dam and 
sex by age of dam were statistically significant. However, the authors only obtained adjustment 
factors for the sex by age interaction because of its magnitude and its importance. 
Adjustment factors can be estimated by using either mixed model or least squares pro­
cedures. Lush and S h rode [56] reported that age-of-dam factors in dairy cattle, obtained by 
gross or paired comparisons, can be biased because of selection or sequential culling. 
Cu ndiff et al. [17] conducted a study to determine which kind of adjustment factor, additive 
or multiplicative, provides better equalization of means among class and variances within 
subclasses of age-of-dam. sex. season of birth and type of management for weaning weights of 
Hereford and Angus calves. They found additive factors to be more appropriate for age-of-
dam. season of birth and type of management. Multiplicative factors were more appropriate 
for the effect of sex. In addition to nearly equalizing variances within sexes, multiplicative 
adjustments were able to account for the interaction between sex and management. 
Many studies have also been done in dairy cattle to obtain adjustment factors. Most of 
them were concerned with adjustment of milk yield for age [46, 59. 61. 62, 66, 65, 90]. 
Miller et al. [65] recommended maximum likelihood estimates of adjustment factors for 
age. instead of gross and paired comparisons, to obtain better accuracy in dairy cattle genetic 
evaluation. Milk yield adjusted for age, two times a day milking frequency, and 305-days 
has been used since 1936 in the DHIA program [23]. In 1953. Ixendrick [46] based on gross 
comparison and data provided by DHIA developed adjustment formulas to correct for age. 
number of milking per day. and 305-dav lactation length. 
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Kend rick's [4(i] adjustment formula for number of milking per day is 
. . .  .  Yie ldZx 
)  ie l ( l2x  -  nr3xDÏW i 2 ' 1 )  
L +  K1 DJ>/ 
where: 
• R! is a constant that depend of the cow's age. It is equal to 0.20 for two years, 0.17 for 
three years, and .15 for four years and older: 
• DIM is total of days in milk: 
• 3xDIM is number of days milked 3x. 
Karaca [45] found that the factors to adjust to a mature equivalent, to 2x, and 305-day 
( M E-t rait ) based on Kendrick's [4fi] formula, did not provide a perfect adjustment. He found 
that cows milked 3x yielded 0.94% more ME-milk and '2.31% less ME-fat compared with cows 
milked 2x for the complete lactation. If the adjustment was perfect, the adjusted yields should 
be equal to the production of cows milked 2x. The author concluded that new adjustment 
factors, that take into account the stage of lactation in which the cows were milked 3x, should 
be estimated. 
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Data 
The United States Department of Agriculture-Animal Improvement Programs Laboratory, 
provided test-days records and pedigree information of Holstein cows from the states of Arizona. 
California. Florida. Iowa. New York. North Carolina. Pennsylvania. Washington, Wisconsin, 
and Utah, from January from 1990 to December of 1998. Pedigree information contained 
information up to three generations back. 
Milk yield records, initially provided in pounds, were converted to kilogram units. Also, 
fat and protein records, initially provided in percentage, were converted to kilogram units. 
All test-day yields of a given lactation were discarded if: 1) the date of breeding that 
resulted in pregnancy in the current lactation was not available: or 2) the cow's parity number 
was greater than five. Test-day yields within a given lactation were discarded if: 1) they were 
taken before five or after 305 days-in-milk: 2) they did not have all yield trait records, i.e. 
milk, fat and protein yields: or 3) they belonged to a herd-test-date classification level with 
less than three observations. The latter condition was used to avoid small number of test-days 
per herd-test-date class. 
Parity classes were coded according to the lactation number. If the lactation number was 
one. then parity was equal one. else parity class was equal two. Four three-month calving 
seasons were defined, the first one starting in January. Each lactation was divided in two 




In the dairy industry herds have different milking frequency managements. That is, there 
are I if nit in which all the cows are milked 2x. others in which all cows are milked 3x. others 
in which some cows are milked "2x and others milked 3x without switching milking frequency, 
and others in which cows switch from 2x to 3x, or vice-versa. Also, the milking frequency 
management in a herd can change from one year to another. When obtaining adjustment 
factors, all types of milking frequency managements that can happen in a given herd and year 
should be considered to obtain more effective adjustment factors. 
Therefore, a milking frequency management code was assigned for each test-day based 
on the milking frequency that happened throughout lactation, and also based on the type 
of milking frequency management that happened on the herd-year level of the test-day. The 
assignment of management code was accomplished in three steps. In the first step, a milking 
frequency code was assigned for each test-day depending upon the milking frequency through­
out lactation. If a switch of milking frequency happened during a lactation, it was assumed 
that the cow was milked under the new milking frequency for the rest of that lactation. The 
first step was done as described below: 
• if the cow was milked 2x during the whole lactation, then each test day for that lactation 
was coded as MF-"2x: 
• if the cow was milked 2x during the first part of lactation (up to 120 days-in-milk) but 
changed to 3x during the second part, then each test-day for that lactation was coded as 
MF-2x-3x-2: 
• if the cow started with 2x but changed to 3x in the first part, then each test-day for that 
lactation was coded as MF-2x-3x-l: 
• if the cow was milked 3x during the first part but changed to 2x in the second part, then 
each test-day for that lactation was coded as MF-3x-2x-2: 
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• if the cow start with 3x but changed to 2x in the first part, then each test-day for that 
lactation was coded as MF-3x-2x-l: 
e if the cow was milked 3x during the whole lactation, then each test day for that lactation 
was coded as MF-3x: 
In the second step, a herd-year code was assigned to each test-day record depending upon 
t l ie type of milking frequency management that happened in the herd-year level of the test-day. 
If the test-days of a given herd-year level: 
• had only milking frequency code equal MF-2x, then the test-day herd-year code was equal 
to 1. In these herd-years, all the cows were milked 2x without any changes of milking 
frequency: 
• had only milking frequency code equal MF-3x. then the test-day herd-year code was equal 
to 2. In these herd-years, all the cows were milked 3x without any changes of milking 
frequency: 
• had both milking frequency codes MF-'2x and MF-3x. then the test-day herd-year code 
was equal to 3. These herd-years had cows that were either milked 2x or 3x but with no 
change of milking frequency: 
• had any of MF-2x-3x-l. MF-2x-3x-2. MF-3x-2x-l. or MF-3x-2x-2 milking frequency 
codes, then the test-day herd-year code was equal to 4. These herd-years had some 
cows that had their milking frequency changed during the lactation. 
A management group code was obtained by combining the herd-year code with the milking 
frequency code. If a test-day had a: 
• milking frequency code equal to MF-'2x and herd-year code equal to 1 then the test-day 
management group code was equal to MG-2x. The cows that belonged to this group 
were exclusively milked 2x. within a herd-year in which all the cows were also exclusively 
milked 2x: 
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• milking frequency code equal to MF-3x and herd-year code equal to 2 then the test-day 
management group code was equal to MG-3x. The cows that belonged to this group 
were exclusively milked 3x. within a herd-year in which all the cows were also exclusively 
milked 3x: 
• milking frequency code equal to MF-2x and herd-year code equal to either 3 or 4 then 
the test-day management group code was equal to MG-2x-BMF (BMF = Herds with 
both 2x and 3x milking frequencies). The cows that belonged to this group were milked 
2x within a herd-year in which the cows were either milked the entire lactation with the 
same milking frequency or had their milking frequency changed at some point during the 
lactation: 
• milking frequency code equal to MF-3x and herd-year code equal to either 3 or 4 then 
the test-day management group code was equal to MG-3.X-BMF. The cows that belonged 
to this group were milked 3x within a herd-year in which the cows were either milked the 
entire lactation with the same milking frequency or had their milking frequency changed 
at some point during the lactation; 
• milking frequency code equal to MF-'2x-3x-'2 and herd-year code equal to 4 then the test-
day management group code was equal to MG-2x-3x-2. The cows that belonged to this 
group had their milking frequency changed from 2x to 3x in the second part of lactation. 
They also belonged to a herd-year in which the cows had their milking frequency changed 
at some point during the lactation; 
• milking frequency code equal to MF-2x-3x-l and herd-year code equal to 4 then the test-
day management group code was equal to MG-2x-3x-l. The cows that belonged to this 
group had their milking frequency changed from 2x to 3x in the first part of lactation. 
They also belonged to a herd-year in which the cows had their milking frequency changed 
at some point during the lactation: 
• if milking frequency was equal to MF-3x-2x-2 and herd-year code equal to 4 then the 
test-day management group code was equal to MG-3x-2x-2. The cows that belonged 
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to this group had their milking frequency changed from 3x to 2x in the second part 
of lactation. They also belonged to a herd-year in which the cows had their milking 
frequency changed at some point during the lactation: 
• if milking frequency was equal to MF-3x-2x-l and herd-year code equal to 4 then the 
test-day management group code was equal to MG-3x-3x-l. The cows that belonged to 
this group had their milking frequency changed from 3x to 2x in the first part of lactation. 
They also belonged to a herd-year in which the cows had their milking frequency changed 
at some point during the lactation; 
The Tables 3.1. 3.2. and 3.3 summarizes the steps for obtaining the management codes. 
The procedure used for obtaining management codes allowed two major accomplishments: 
reduction of the number of effects fit in the model used in the analysis and identification of 
each subclass, i.e. management code, a test-day belonged to. Management codes will also be 
called as management groups. 
Table 3.1 First step for obtaining management codes 
milking frequency 
within lactation code 
only 2x MF-'2x 
only 2x first part and switched to 3x in second part MF-2x-3x-'2 
started 2x and switched to 3x in first part MF-"2x-3x-l 
only 3x first part and switched to 2x in second part MF-3x-2x-'2 
started 3x and switched to 2x in first part MF-3x-'2x-l 
onlv 3x MF-3x 
Table 3.2 Second step for obtaining management codes 
milking frequency within a herd-year code 
only MF-2x 1 
only MF-3x •2 
only both MF-2x and MF-3x 3 
any of 
MF-2x-3x-l, MF-2x-3x-2. 
MF-3x-2x-l, MF-3x-2x-2 4 
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Table 3.3 Third step for obtaining management codes 
code 
milking frequency herd-year management group 
MF-2x 1 MG-2.X 
MF-3x 2 MG-3x 
MF-2x 3 or 4 MG-2x-BMF 
MF-3x 3 or 4 MG-3x-BMF 
MF-2x-3x-2 4 MG-2x-3x-2 
MF-2x-3x-l 4 MG-2x-3x-l 
MF-3x-2.x-2 4 MG-3.X-2X-2 
MF-3x-2x-l 4 MG-3x-2x-l 
Model 
The following random regression model was used in this research. The model used was 
based 011 models proposed by Gengler et al. [25, 28, 29], Wiggans et al. [110, 111] and Guo 
and S waive [:$[]. 
y  = htd  + kl js  
+ pr  x nig  + Ci{dp 2  x mg) + c- 2 (dp '2  x 
+ b i (sr l im x pes)  +  bi{ ld im X pes)  
+  n + ' f i (sdim)  + -^[Idim)  
+ P'l- + Pa 
+ t  




!j — test-day yield in kilograms (milk, fat or protein): 
htd  = fixed effect of herd-test-date: 
hy$ = fixed effect of herd-vear-season of calving; 
pr  = fixed effect of parity number: 
dp = fixed effect of the continuous variable number of days pregnant; 
tl[r = square of number of days pregnant; 
mg = fixed effect of management group; 
adim = square root of the fixed effect of the continuous variable number of days-in-milk: 
Idim = logarithm of fixed effect of the continuous variable number of days-in-milk: 
pes = fixed effect of parity-calving-season-state contemporary group: 
t'i. C). C3. c., = fixed regression coefficients for the interactions of management group with the 
rovariablcs days pregnant, square of days pregnant, square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, 
respectively: 
bib) = fixed regression coefficients for the interaction of pes with the covariables square 
root and logarithm of days-in-milk: 
a = random additive animal effect: 
, = random animal regression coefficients associated with the animal effect: 
pH. = within parity random permanent environmental effect; 
p n  = across parities random permanent environmental effect; and 
( = random residual effect. 
The fixed regression coefficients. b\  and 62, accounts for the general shape of the lactation 
curve for cows that belonged to the same contemporary group [76]. This contemporary group 
classification was based on parity, calving season and state combinations. 
The random regression coefficients account for the genetic variation on lactation curve shape 
that existed among animals that belonged to the same contemporary group as suggested by 
Schaeffer and Dekkers [87]. 
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The within parity permanent environmental effect accounted for the repeatability of test-
day yields within each parity. The across parity permanent environmental effect accounted for 
the repeatability of test-day yields across parities. 
Model in matrix notation 
Model (3.1) can also be written in matrix notation as 
y = Xb + Z\U + Z2PW + ZsPa 4- e (3.2) 
where: 
y = vector of observations (test-day yield data for milk, fat or protein); 
b = vector of the fixed effects as defined in model (3.1); 




u = (3.3) 






pw = vector of within parity permanent environmental effects: 
pa = vector of across parities permanent environmental effects; 
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X = incidence matrix for the fixed effects defined in the model (3.1): 
Z%. Zn. Z3 = incidence matrixes for the effects u, pw, pa, respectively; 
t = vector of random residual effects. 
Model assumptions 
The following assumptions were made for model (3.2) 
• the expectation of y is E(y) = Xb; 
• the variance of u is 
where: 
A = the relationship matrix among animals; = additive variance for the animal effect; 
a:n - additive variance for the 71 random regression coefficient; 
or., = additive variance for the 72 random regression coefficient; 
rr„-1 = additive covariance between the animal effect and the 71 random regression 
coefficient: 
(T,,-j = additive covariance between the animal effect and the 72 random regression 
coefficient: 
<T-r.. = additive covariance between the random regression coefficients 71 and 72; 
• the (co)variance matrix of pw is 
V( u ) = A 0 G  = A(g) 
a
~t\ a &-t\I? (3.5) 
O-ria G 7-21 \ 
V(pw) =l<rlw (3.6) 
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• the covariance matrix of pa is 
K(pa) = IaJo (3.7) 
the residual variance matrix is given by 
V'(e) = I a]  (3.8) 
where a; = residual variance. 
• the covariance between any animal effect and any permanent environmental effect is 
equal zero: 
• the covariance of any within permanent environmental effect and across permanent en­
vironmental effect is equal zero: 
• the total variance is 
V"(y) = V'(u) + V'(pw) + V'(Pa) + V(e): (3.9) 
Mixed model equations 
The mixed model equations for model (3.2) can be written as 
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Estimation of covariance components, heritabilities, genetic and phenotypic 
correlation 
Three random samples, say sample one. sample two. and sample three, were extracted 
from the original data file, to study the effect of covariance component estimates in estimating 
adjustment factors. 
To obtain sample one. the number 88 was randomly chosen between a series of cards 
numbered from 00 to 99. Then, all animals that had the last two digits of its identification 
number equal to 8S. were included in sample one. This sample procedure allowed all records 
of a selected animal to be included in the same sample, sample two was obtained in a similar 
way by using 95 instead of 88. sample three was obtained by using two numbers, 34 and 36. 
to extract a larger sample. A larger sample would allow studying the effect of sample size on 
estimating covariance components. 
The REMLF90 program [G8] and model (3.2) were used to estimate the covariance compo­
nents presented in the mixed model equations(3.10). Covariance component estimates provided 
by Gengler et al. [25] were used as starting values for estimating covariance components. Es­
timates of covariances between additive effects (0,71,72) were used directly as starting values 
because model (3.2) and model of Gengler et al. [25] had the same covariates of days-in-milk 
for random regression coefficients. However, model (3.2) and model of Gengler et al. [25] dif­
fered in the way of permanent environmental effects were fit. Gengler et al. [25] fit permanent 
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environmental effect with random regression coefficients while model (3.2) did not fit perma­
nent environmental effect with random regression coefficients. Random regression coefficients 
for permanent environmental effects computed by Gengler et al. [25] were used to compute an 
average of the variance for permanent environmental effect across days-in-milk. This average 
was used as starting values for estimating variance components permanent environmental effect 
within and across parities. 
Each of the three samples yielded a set of covariance component estimates that was used 
to estimate a set of heritabilities and genetic correlations. Heritability and genetic correlation 
estimates were computed for m id-points of ten lactation stages. These stages divided a standard 
lactation period, i.e. from 5 to 305 days-in-milk, in ten intervals of 30 days each. 
The genetic covariance estimates that were needed for computation of heritabilities and 
genetic correlation were computed as follows: 
S = C x G x C' (3.12) 
where: 
• G = covariance matrix for animal effect and random regression coefficients. This is a 
estimate of G as defined in equation (3.5): 
• S = matrix of genetic covariance estimates: 
• C is a matrix of covariates at the m id-points of ten equally spaced lactation stages and 
given by 
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1 v/20 log 20 
1 v/50 log 50 
1 x/80 log 80 
1 vTîô log 110 
1 \ZÏ4Ô log 140 
1 v/Ï7Ô log 170 
1 V2ÔÔ log 200 
1 x/230 log 230 
1 V26Ô log 260 
; V29Ô log 290 
For each one of the three samples, the phenotypic correlation was estimated by using 
the test-day that was taken nearest to the middle point of each 30 days interval. A similar 
procedure was used by Gengler et al. [29] when estimating covariance components. 
Analyses of variance of fixed effects 
Analyses of variance were used to study the effect of covariance component estimates in the 
effect of fixed factors present in model (3.1). For each yield trait, three analyses of variance 
were computed using the BLUP90IOD program, the iteration on data version of BLUPF90 [67]. 
The three analyses differed by the set of covariance component estimated used in the mixed 
model equations(3.10). The three sets of covariance components estimated by REMLF90 were 
used in these analyses of variances. 
To get the sum of squares for each fixed factor in model (3.1), a series of runs of BLUP9QIOD 
had to be made because this program only provided output for the solutions and the right-
hand-side of the mixed model equations. Initially, the full model that contained all factors 
described in model (3.2) was fit. The sum of squares for this full model was then obtained 
by multiplying its solution by right hand side. To obtain the sum of squares for a factor, say 
factor F. in model (3.2), a reduced model was fit, where factor F was dropped from the model 
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(3/2). The sum of squares for this reduced model was computed by multiplying its solution 
by its right hand side. The sum of squares for factor F was obtained by the difference of sum 
of squares between the full model and the reduced model. The theory for this procedure is 
described in Searle [89]. 
The exact number of degree of freedom for the contemporary groups herd-test-date and 
herd-year-season present in model (3.1) was not possible to compute because there was some 
confounding between those factors. Unfortunately, the program BLUPF90IOD does not output 
the number of degree of freedom. To test for significance for fixed factors in model (3.1), a 
minimal and a maximum value of degree of freedom was simulated for herd-test-date and herd-
year-season. A minimal number of degree of freedom was simulated by assuming that all levels 
of one contemporary group had been absorbed by the other contemporary group (maximum 
confounding), and a maximum number of degree of freedom was simulated by assuming that the 
number of degree of freedom was equal to the number of levels of the contemporary group minus 
one (no confounding). Based on these minimal and maximum values of degree of freedom, the 
degree of freedom of the residual, and the residual mean square were also computed. The F 
test for each contemporary group and for the minimal and maximum degree of freedom was 
also computed (F-comp). The F value (F-tab) for each case (minimal and maximum degree 
of freedom) was also found for each contemporary group. If the F-comp was greater than the 
F-tab for both cases (minimal and maximum degree of freedom) than the contemporary group 
was assumed to have a significant effect at the level of the F test. Otherwise, no significant 
effect was assumed. 
Estimation of adjustment factors 
Three sets of additive adjustment factors were estimated for each trait and management 
group. Those three sets of estimates were obtained from the solutions of the three runs of the 
full model performed for the three sets of covariance components estimates. 
A summary of the procedure for estimating additive adjustment factors is shown in Table 
3.-1. For a given run of the full model, the additive adjustment factors were estimated by using 
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tho management MG-2x-BMF as the reference group. For management groups MG-3x-BMF. 
MG-2x-3x-2. MG-2x-3x-l. \IG-3x-2x-2. and MG-3x-2x-l. the solutions for the interaction of 
management with parity, days pregnant, square of days pregnant, square root of days-in-
milk and logarit hm of days-in-milk (Table 3.4). were subtracted from the respective solutions 
obtained for management group MG-2x-BMF . Therefore, for each management group, the 
remainder of this subtraction is the adjustment factor to correct the management group yield to 
the management group MG-2.X-BMF yield basis (Table 3.4). The adjustment factors obtained 
to adjust from MG-3.X-BMF to MG-2x-BMF, were also used as adjustment factors to adjust 
MG-3x to MG-2x-BMF (Table 3.4). No adjustment factor was estimated for management 
MG-2x. Management MG-2x-BMF was chosen as the reference group because differences in 
expected values of test-day yields of management group \IG-2x-BMF and management groups 
\IG-3x-BMF. MG-2x-3x-2. MG-2x-3x-L MG-3x-2x-2. and MG-3x-2x-l, were estimable. If 
management group \IG-2x had been chosen as the reference group, differences in expected 
values of test-day yields between this management group and the other management groups 
would not be estimable because test-day yields of management MG-2x and other managements 
did not belong to the same contemporary group. 
A similar procedure was used for estimating multiplicative factors. For a given run of 
the full model and yield trait, the multiplicative adjustment factors were estimated by using 
the management group MG-2x-BMF as the reference management. For management groups 
MG-3.X-BMF. MG-2x-3x-2. MG-2x-3x-l, MG-3x-2x-2, and MG-3x-2x-l. the solutions for the 
interaction of management with parity, days pregnant, square of days pregnant, square root of 
days-in-milk and logarithm of days-in-milk (Table 3.4), were divided by the respective solutions 
obtained for the management group MG-2x-BMF (Table 3.4). Therefore, for each management 
group, the ratio of this division turned out to be the adjustment factor to correct the manage­
ment group yield to the management group MG-2x-BMF yield basis. The adjustment factors 
obtained to adjust from MG-3x-BMF to MG-2x-BMF. were also used as adjustment factors 
to adjust from MG-3x to MG-2.X-BMF. No adjustment factor was estimated for management 
MG-2x. 
However, multiplicative factors did not equalize means of management groups. Therefore, 
multiplicative factors were not further studied and presented in this research. 
Adjustment factors were evaluated by comparison of total sum of squares before and after 
adjustment. The full model 3.1. using covariance components estimated from sample two in 
t lie mixed model equations, was fit with the whole data before and after adjustment. Ad­
justed records were obtained using adjustment factors estimated when covariance components 
estimated from sample two were used in the mixed model equations. 
Table 3.1 Summary of I lie proccdiiif' used for estimât nig additive and multiplica­
tive adjustment factors 
management 
solutions 
factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMP MG.Ix-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x 3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
pr x hi// «1 «2 «3 «4 «5 "n «7 «8 
dp X hi// /'i h-. 63 64 65 6I-> 67 6« 
dp'2 x »»#/ '"l (•3 '•4 C5 Cf, <•7 Cfi 
sdim x mil </. </•• f/3 r/4 (lb da f/7 f/s 
Idim x 7/1// ei C2 e3 C4 f5 Cf) e7 C8 
additive adjustment factors 
factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
/)!• X HI// 0 «3 — «4 0 «3 - "4 "3 —15 «3 — «6 03 — «7 "3 — "8 
f//) X hi// 0 63 — 64 0 63 — 64 63 — 65 63 — 6f, 63 — 67 63 — 6g 
dp'2 x vu/ 0 C3 - C4 0 c.i - c4 <•3 - Cf, C3 - Cf, C3 - C7 c3 - Cg 
sdim x hi// 0 f/3 - r/4 0 '/a — <'4 f/3 — f's f'3 — f/fi f/3 — f/7 f/3 — f/a 
/f/lHl X Hi// 0 e3 — f-1 0 C3 - C4 63 - e3 — c6 c3 - c7 C3 — es 
multiplicative adjustment factors 
factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
pr x hi// 1 fla/"4 1 «3/04 ('a/or, «3/«6 (13/(17 da/as 
dp X hi// 1 63/64 1 63/64 63/65 63/6g 63/67 63/68 
dp2 x Hi// 1 C3/C4 1 f.i/c.i C3/C5 C3/C.6 C3/C7 ca/cs 
sdim x hi// 1 f/3/f/4 1 da/d* f's/f/s da/da f/3/f/7 f/3/f/a 
Itlim x hi// 1 ^3/^4 1 ^3/^4 fa/cs ea/ce ^a/c7 cs/ca 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter of Results and Discussion, management groups are referred to by their 
codes. A detailed description of how those codes were assigned was given in the Material and 
Methods chapter. 
Number of levels for each factor in each sample and in the whole data set 
The numbers of levels for the fixed and random factor defined in model (3.1), for each one of 
the three samples and for the complete data set. are presented in Table 4.1. Because of sample 
size differences, sample one and sample two had similar numbers of levels for each factor, while 
sample three had the largest number of levels among all three samples. The contemporary 
group parity-calving-season-state had an equal number of levels for all the three samples and 
for the complete data set. 
Table 4.1 Number of levels for the factors defined in model (3.1) for each sample 
and for the complete data set 
Factor Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Data Set 
herd-test-date 4.013 4,100 9,231 86,151 
herd-year-season 3,989 4,042 6,711 •27,400 
parity-calving-season-state 80 SO 80 80 
animals with records •2.464 2,452 4,837 480,512 
animals without records 6.436 6.426 11,213 232,100 
permanent environment within lactation 2.464 •2.452 4.837 480.512 
permanent environment across lactations 1.993 1.975 4,924 714.655 
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Descriptive statistics for the three samples and for the whole data set 
Means, standard deviations and numbers of observations for test-day yields of milk, fat. 
and protein, for each sample and for the complete data set. across management groups, are 
presented in Table 4.2. Differences for means of milk and fat yields, among the three samples 
were small. Differences of protein yield means among the three samples were larger than for 
means of fat yield. 
Table 4.2 Milk yield (my), fat yield (fy), and protein yield (py) mean (.V) in kg, 
standard deviation (SD) in kg, and number of test-days (n) for each one 
of the three samples and for the complete data set, across management 
groups 
Trait Statistic sample 1 sample 2 sample 3 complete data set 
my A* 34.66 34.65 34.26 33.55 
SD 9.49 9.70 9.66 9.82 
fy  A 1.22 1.22 1.21 1.18 
SD 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.38 
py X 1.18 1.26 1.22 1.14 
SD 0.52 0.69 0.64 0.56 
All n 16.766 17,030 44.475 8.357,887 
Means, standard deviations and numbers of observations for test-day yields of milk, fat, 
and protein, by management groups, are presented in Table 4.3. For milk yield, the difference 
between the mean for the complete data set and the largest of the three sample means exceeded 
0.5 kg for all managements groups, except for management group MG-3x. For fat yield, the 
difference between the complete data set mean and the largest of the three samples mean 
exceeded 0.05 kg only for management group MG-3x-2x-l. For protein yield, the difference 
between the complete data set mean and the largest of the three sample means exceeded 0.05 kg 
for management groups MG-2x. MG-3x. and MG-3x-BMF. Following the pattern presented for 
all yield-trait means, across management groups (Table 4.2), standard deviation was minimum 
for the complete data set set. followed by the standard deviation of sample three. 
The sample means for milk yield (Table 4.3) were close (difference between the maximum 
and the minimum of the three sample means smaller than 0.5 kg) for management groups 
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Table 4.:) Milk yield (my), fat yield (fy). and protein yield (py) mean (X) in kg, standard deviation 
ol' i lie mean {SD) in kg. and number of test-days (n) for each one of the three samples 
and for the whole data, by management groups (mg) 
mg Trait Statistic sample 1 sample 2 sample 3 complete data set 
mv A' 32.22 32.49 32.12 31.39 
SD 8.70 9.00 9.18 8.93 
fy X 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.12 
MG-2.x SD 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.33 
py X 1.08 1.16 1.13 1.06 
SD 0.40 0.61 0.54 1.06 
All n 5.193 5.553 14,635 3,328,368 
my X 36.02 36.43 36.40 36.03 
SD 9.51 9.67 9.69 9.80 
fy X 1.27 1.29 1.28 1.27 
M(i-3x SD 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.37 
py X 1.22 1.34 1.31 1.25 
SD 0.57 0.78 0.71 0.64 
All n 3.639 3,956 11,607 1,853,884 
my X 32.68 32.66 32.07 32.09 
SD 9.08 9.51 9.32 9.38 
fv X 1.17 1.17 1.15 1.15 
MG-2.x-BMF SD 3.50 0.36 0.36 0.36 
py X 1.09 1.08 1.04 1.04 
SD 0.43 0.41 0.36 0.34 
All n 1.042 1,116 2,659 654,558 
mv X 36.81 36.34 35.46 35.70 
SD 9.50 9.90 9.59 9.71 
fy X 1.29 1.28 1.25 1.26 
MG-3x-BMF SD 0.38 0.39 3.80 0.37 
py X 1.30 1.40 1.35 1.31 
SD 0.64 0.81 0.76 0.71 
All n 4.886 4,703 11.436 1.722.184 
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Table 4.3 (Continued) 
mg Trait Statistic Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 complete data set 
my .V 32.44 33.53 32.92 33/28 
SD 9.22 11.78 9.13 9/27 
fy .V 1.15 1.15 1.19 1.18 
MG-2x-:Sx-2 SD 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.37 
py X 1.04 1.10 1.03 1.05 
SD 0.30 0.46 0.38 0.37 
All n 330 292 862 176,006 
my X 35.30 34.40 34.12 34.12 
SD 15.07 10.43 9.92 9.85 
fy X 1.26 1.21 1.19 1.21 
\IG-2x-3x-l SD 0.41 0.44 0.41 0.38 
py A" 1.13 1.09 1.07 1.08 
SD 0.38 0.34 0.30 0.34 
All n 666 421 1,065 198,773 
my X 34.37 33.75 34.31 33.82 
SD 10.36 9.96 9.73 10.16 
fy X 1.18 1.16 1.20 1.19 
MG-3x-2x-2 SD 4.00 3.60 0.36 0.38 
py X 1.06 1.12 1.07 1.07 
SD 2.90 0.50 0.31 0.34 
All n 555 617 1235 268,941 
my A' 33.98 35.24 34.21 33.42 
SD 8.73 9.17 9.95 9.73 
fy A" 1.20 1/28 1/21 1.20 
MG-3x-2x-l SD 3.40 0.39 0.36 0.38 
py X 1.06 1.10 1.09 1.07 
SD 0.25 0/27 0.34 0.33 
All n 455 372 976 155,173 
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MG-2x. MG-3x. and MG-2x-3x-2. Fat yield (Table 4.3) had close means (difference between 
(lie maximum and the minimum of the three sample means smaller than 0.05 kg) for all 
management groups except for MG-2x-3x-l and MG-3x-2x-l. Protein yield (Table 4.3) had 
close means (difference between the maximum and the minimum of the three sample means 
smaller than 0.05 kg) for management groups MG-2x-BMF and MG-3x-2x-l. 
The ranking of test-day-yield means, by management group for the complete data set, was 
not the same for all yield traits, although ranking differences between milk and fat yield were 
smaller than between milk and protein yield (Table 4.3). The highest and the smallest milk 
and fat yield means were observed for management groups MG-3x and MG-2x, respectively, 
while the highest and the smallest protein yield means were observed for management groups 
MG-3x-BMF and MG-2.x-BMF. respectively. This pattern described above for the complete 
data set. was similar for all three samples, although the ranking for test-day yield means, by 
management group, was not exactly the same for all three samples. 
For the complete data set, management group MG-2x showed the highest number of records, 
followed by management groups MG-3x. and MG-3x-BMF. MG-2x-BMF. Management groups 
in which cows were submitted to some change on their milking frequency had the smallest 
number of records. Their ranking order of number of records was MG-3x-2x-'2, MG-2x-3x-
1. MG-2.x-3.x-2. and MG-3x-2x-l. These results indicates most dairymen did not change the 
milking frequency during a lactation period. Also, the number of records for management 
groups MG-2x-BMF and MG-3x-BMF. was larger than the number of records of management 
groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2. This indicates that there 
was a preference by the dairymen for not changing milking frequency of their cows during a 
lactation period. 
The ranking for number of records, for sample one was MG-2x, MG-3x-BMF, MG-3x, MG-
2x-BMF. MG-2x-3x-l. MG-3x-2x-2. MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-2x-3x-2. Sample two had the same 
order as sample one. except that management groups MG-2x-3x-l and MG-3x-2x-2 had their 
position changed. Sample three had the same sample size order as sample two, except that 
MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF had their positions switched. 
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Because of similarity of descriptive statistics between the complete data set and the three 
samples, we may conclude that the three samples well represented random samples from the 
complete data set. 
Trait peak yield and cumulative means across days-in-milk within manage­
ment groups 
The peak and cumulative production, for milk, fat, and protein yield are presented in Table 
4.4 by management group for the complete data set. To compute cumulative production, 
initially yield-trait means were computed for each day-in-milk. ranging from 5 to 305. The 
cumulative production was obtained by summing means for all levels of days-in-milk. 
Table 4.4 Days-in-milk (dim) at peak production and cumulative production mean 
(cum) by management group (mg) for the complete data set 
Milk ) ,-ield Fat yield Protein yield 
m g dim peak cum dim peak cum dim peak cum 
MG-2.x 48 37.28 9.120.71 13 1.3071 326.497 46 1.1814 307.647 
MG-3x 80 41.97 10.497.52 33 1.4347 368.357 61 1.3949 364.861 
MG-2x-BMF 59 38.16 9.345.56 17 1.3410 334.798 64 1.1592 302.651 
MG-3.x-BMF 57 41.56 10.406.90 35 1.4233 366.373 59 1.4754 382.599 
MG-2x-3x-2 38 38.43 9.733.91 28 1.3511 344.991 59 1.1290 308.565 
MG-2.x-3.x-l 65 39.74 9.978.77 41 1.3571 350.951 89 1.2227 316.814 
MG-3.x-2X-2 55 41.25 9.902.47 56 1.4092 348.500 55 1.2334 311.898 
MG-3x-2x-L 31 40.58 9.773.56 31 1.4038 349.414 31 1.2216 311.703 
Management group MG-3x-2x-l had the earliest peak of production for milk and protein 
yields, while management group MG-2x had the earliest peak of production for fat yield. For 
milk yield, management group MG-2x was the third earliest peak, while management group 
MG-3.x had the seventh earliest peak. The period of peak yield for 3x and 2x cows in this study 
was very similar to the period of peak yield observed by Amos et al. [3]. These authors reported 
that first lactation cows milked 3x peaked later (in the ninth week) than their counterparts 
milked 2x daily (in the seventh week), while second and later lactation cows milked either 
3x or 2x peaked in the sixth week of lactation. The cumulative production of milk yield 
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in management groups in which cows were milked 2x the entire lactation in herd-years that 
had also cows milked 3x the entire lactation, i.e. MG-'2x-BMF. showed higher means than 
management groups in which cows were milked 2x for the entire lactation in herd-years in 
which cows were milked 2x the entire lactation without any cows milked 3x, i.e. MG-2x. This 
indicates that cows under management MG-2x-BMF obtained some benefits from the expected 
better management under 3x milking. In general, well-managed herds that are switched from 
2x to 3x. can expect some increase in milk production [58]. 
Management that showed the smallest and the largest cumulative production, for milk 
and fat yield, were groups MG-2x and MG-3x, respectively, while for protein yield the corre­
sponding management groups were MG-2x-BMF and MG-2x, respectively (Table 4.4). Among 
management groups in which cows were submitted to some change in their milking frequency, 
differences in cumulative production were not so large. However, the highest cumulative milk, 
fat. and protein yield, were observed for management group MG-2x-3x-l, while the smallest 
cumulative production for milk and protein was observed for management group MG-2x-3x-2. 
Karaca [45] reported similar results. He observed that cows milked 3x the entire lactation had 
the highest actual yields for milk, fat, and protein, while cows milked 2x the entire lactation 
had the lowest actual yields for milk, fat, and protein. However, the ranking of production for 
cows that switched milking frequency, was different than the order reported by Karaca [45]. 
He found that the group of cows milked 2x-3x-2 produced more milk, fat, and protein yield, 
followed by the groups of cows milked 3x-2x-l, 3x-2x-2 and 2x-3x-l for milk and protein yield, 
and 3x-2x-l. 2x-3x-l. and 3x-2x-2 for fat yield. Karaca [45] did not classify test-day yields 
based on the type of milking frequency that occurred in a given herd-year, as was done in this 
study. This might be one of the possible reasons why the cumulative production order found 
in this study for management groups with some changing on milking frequency, was not the 
same as reported by Karaca [45]. 
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Profiles of raw means of test-day yields 
In this section is presented a discussion about profiles of raw means of test-day yields. Later, 
in other sections, a discussion will be presented based on estimated difference in management 
means of production corrected for all effects of model (3.1). Just a few literature results of 3x 
versus 2x were presented for discussing raw means. Most of the literature results of 3x versus 
2x were presented when discussing the estimated difference of production. The estimated 
difference in production are free of the effects of factors fit in model (3.1) while raw means are 
not free of such effects. 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields across days-in-milk 
Profiles of means of test-day yields, by management group, were plotted using mid points 
of ten lactation stages with 30 days each. 
Milk yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of milk, across days-in-milk. are shown in Figure 
1.1. Management groups MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF. had the highest milk yield means, among 
all management groups (Figure 4.1). Management groups MG-2x-BMF and MG-2x, had the 
lowest milk yield means (Figure 4.1). 
Management groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2. MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2, had milk 
yield means with intermediate values to means for management groups MG-2x, MG-2x-BMF, 
MG-3x. and MG-3x-BMF (Figure 4.1). The rank of milk yield means, among management 
groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2. MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2, switched throughout the lac­
tation. Up to 170 days-in-milk. management groups MG-3x-2x-2, had higher means than the 
management group MG-3x-2x-l. After 170 days-in-milk. management group MG-3x-2x-l had 
higher means than the MG-3x-2x-2. Milk yield means of MG-3x-2x-2 started to decline in the 
second part of lactation, i.e. when milking frequency switch took place. However, management 
groups MG-3x-2x-i and MG-3x-2x-2. always showed higher means than management groups 
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Figure 4.1 Profiles of milk yield means, across days-in-milk by management groups 
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Inspection of Figure 4.1 shows that from 50 to 230 days-in-milk, MG-2x-3x-l, showed higher 
means than MG-2x-3x-2. MG-2x-3x-l and MG-2x-3x-2 did not show such a fast decline as did 
the group that started with 3x and switched to 2x. Up to 200 days-in-milk. MG-2x-3x-l and 
MG-3x-2x-2. had higher means than MG 2x-3x-2, and also than MG-3x-2x-l. After 200 days-
in-milk. MG-2x-3x-l and MG-2x-3x-2, had higher means than MG-3x-2x-l and MG-3x-2x-2. 
This result might be due to the 3x effect that tends to increase the production of cows that 
switched from 2x to 3x. and decrease the production of cows switched from 3x to 2x. 
Fa I yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of fat, across days-in-milk, are shown in Figure 
4.2. Fat yield mean profiles had similar patterns as milk yield. However, the clear peak of 
production observed for milk yield was not observed for fat yield. A steady decline on fat yield 
means was observed for management groups MG-2x. MG-2x-BMF, MG-3x, and MG-3x-BMF, 
while this decline was not so fast for management groups MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-
2x-l. and MG-3x-2x-2. As observed for milk yield means, management group MG-3x and 
MG-3x-BMF had higher fat yield means than management groups MG-2.x and MG-2x-BMF. 
Protein yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of protein, across days-in-milk, are shown in Figure 
-1.3. Profiles of protein yield means showed clear peaks for management groups MG-3x and 
MG-3.x-BMF. while the profiles for other management groups were smoother (Figure 4.3). 
Like milk yield, management groups MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF had higher means than the 
other management groups. However, unlike milk yield, protein yield means of management 
group MG-3.x-BMF exceeded those from management group MG-3x. 
Inspection of Figure 4.3 shows that from 50 to 110 days-in-milk management groups MG-
2.x-3.x-1 and MG-3x-2x-2 had higher protein means than management groups MG-2x-3x-2 and 
MG-3x-2x-l. After 200 days-in-milk management groups MG-2x-3x-l and MG-2x-3x-2, had 
higher protein means than MG-3x-2x-l and MG-3x-2x-2. 
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Figure 4.3 Profiles of protein yield means, across days-in-milk by management groups 
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Karaca [45] concluded in his study that the stage of lactation in which the changing on 
milking frequency took place, should be considered when estimating adjustment factors to 
correct to the reference milking frequency 2x. Results of the present study support Karaca's 
[45] suggestion. Based on the previous discussion, the fast or slow decline of production 
throughout the lactation, depended on management group. Management groups were used 
here to identify if cows, were submitted to some change on their milking frequency and when 
this happened. Therefore, lactation stage and management group should be considered when 
correcting yields to the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yield across days pregnant 
Profiles of yield-trait means, by management group, were plotted across days pregnant 30 
days apart. This allowed plotting all management groups in just one graph and simultaneous 
comparison of management groups across days pregnant. However, some management groups 
did not have records for some days pregnant, such as 270 days pregnant. Therefore, the yield-
t rait means were plotted only up to 240 days pregnant. A plot for all days pregnant, i.e. from 
0 to 280 days pregnant (not presented here), showed large variation for all yield traits from 
270 to 282 days pregnant. 
A comparison between days pregnant and days open can be established. For a given number 
of days-in-milk. a cow that had a larger number of days open is expect to have a smaller number 
of days pregnant than a cow that had smaller number of days open. Therefore, some results 
of the literature concerned with days open might be useful for discussing the results found in 
this study for days pregnant. 
Milk yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of milk, across days pregnant, are shown in Figure 
4.4. Up to 210 days pregnant, management groups MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF, had the highest 
milk yield means, while management groups MG-2x and MG-2x-BMF, had the smallest mean 
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Figure 4.4 Profiles of milk yield means, across clays pregnant by management groups 
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ment groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2, had intermediate values 
between means of management groups MG-2x, MG-2x-BMF. MG-3x. and MG-3x-BMF. After 
90 days pregnant, cows under management groups MG-2x-3x-l and MG-2x-3x-2 were able to 
keep their production in a higher level than cows under management groups MG-3x-2x-1 and 
MG-3x-2x-2. If an interval of 30 days open is considered, then 90 days pregnant correspond 
to the start of the second part of the lactation, i.e. 120 days-in-milk. 
Fat yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of fat. across days pregnant, are shown in Figure 
-1.5. The profiles of fat yield means across days pregnant was very similar to what was just 
described for milk yield means (Figure 4.5). 
Profiles of milk and fat yield means differed for management groups in which cows were 
submitted to some change on their milking frequency. For these groups, it seems that there 
was no regular pattern to be described for fat yield means across days pregnant. 
Protein yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of protein, across days pregnant, are shown in Figure 
l.lj. The profiles (Figure 4.6) of protein yield means was quite different from the profiles of milk 
yield means (Figure 4.4). Unlike for milk yield, management group MG-3x-BMF had higher 
values for protein means than management group MG-3x. Management groups, in which 
cows were submitted to some change in milking frequency, had profiles closer to the reference 
management MG-2x-BMF. After 90 days pregnant, management groups in which cows were 
submitted to some change on their milking frequency from 2x to 3x, had higher means than 
management groups in which cows were submitted to some change in their milking frequency 
from 3x to 2x. Management MG-2x-3x-2 showed some increase in protein yield after 90 days 
pregnant. 
From the previous discussion, it could be inferred that the profiles of trait yield means 
across days pregnant depended on the type of management group. Therefore, a correction 
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Figure 4.6 Profiles of protein yield means, across days pregnant by management groups 
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that takes into account, the stage of pregnancy is suggested. Au ran [6] also suggested that milk 
yield should be corrected for stage of pregnancy after four months of pregnancy. 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yield across levels of parity 
Profiles of means of test-day yields, by management group, were plotted across two levels 
of parity. 
.11 ilk yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of milk, across parities, are shown in Figure 4.7. 
Management groups MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF had the highest while management MG-2x and 
MG-2x-BMF had the lowest milk yield means (Figure 4.7). 
Management groups MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2. MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2 had inter­
mediate milk yield means that were intermediate to means for management groups MG-2x, 
MG-2.x-BMF. MG-3x. and MG-3x-BMF. Small changes in the relative position of one man­
agement to another, from parity one to two, indicates that some interaction between parity 
and management exists. 
Fat yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of fat, across parities, are shown in Figure 4.8. 
Inspection of Figure 4.8 indicate that for fat yield the interaction between management and 
parity was stronger than for milk yield. However, the pattern of the profiles for one management 
in relation to the other was quite similar to the profiles pattern observed for milk yield (Figure 
4.S). 
Protein yield 
Profiles of raw means of test-day yields of protein, across parities, are shown in Figure 
4.9. Like for milk and fat yield, inspection of Figure 4.9 indicate that for protein yield the 
interaction between management and parity is present. Also, for protein yield management 
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Figure 4.9 Profiles of protein yield means, across levels of parity by management groups 
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groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2, had profiles that were closer 
to the reference management group MG-2x-BMF (Figure 4.9) than the observed for milk 
( Figure 4.7) and fat yield (Figure 4.8). 
The results described above indicate that the production of yield traits, across levels of 
parity, depended upon the milking frequency management. Therefore, it is recommended 
that the interaction of milking frequency management with parity of the cow should also be 
considered when estimating adjustment factors. 
Estimates of covariance components 
Estimates of covariance components obtained from the three samples, are presented in 
Table 4.5. For each yield trait..the estimates of covariance components showed some variation 
across samples, in terms of the magnitude of their values (Table 4.5). However, each covariance 
component estimate had the same mathematical sign across all three sets of estimates. 
For milk yield, there was not much difference in magnitude of the estimates obtained from 
sample one and those obtained from sample two. However, there was considerable difference 
between the estimates obtained from samples three and those obtained from the other two 
samples, for estimates of covariances of additive effects and random regression coefficients , i.e. 
l'(«). V(-1). r (-.••,). côr(«, -,i). côv(a. 72), and côu(7i,72). 
The magnitude of covariance component estimates for fat and protein yields, did not show 
the same pattern as described for milk yield (Table 4.5). It seems that, for both fat and protein 
yield, the closest similarity among estimates happened between those obtained from sample 
one and sample three. 
Gengler et. al. [25] using a similar test day model, but with random regression coefficients 
also fit for permanent environment effect, found higher estimates for the covariance of additive 
effect and random regression coefficients. 
Table 1.5 Covariance components estimated from sample one, sample two, and sample t hree 
Covariance 
Component 
Milk Yield Fat Yield Protein Yield 
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 
» ' ( « )  •259.0700 210.0400 39.6950 0.5193 0.0028 0.3495 0.0414 0.1206 0.0651 
HT.) 2.4597 2.8375 1.2552 0.0043 0.0020 0.0030 0.0005 0.0013 0.0006 
KW •14.9810 49.368 15.1990 0.0885 0.0139 0.0628 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 
côv(n,ji) 17.7950 17.5540 1.7060 0.0379 0.0024 0.0236 -0.0045 -0.0123 -0.0059 
côv(a, 72) -97.9490 -93.1500 -15.7460 -0.2008 -0.0062 -0.1355 0.0016 0.0049 0.0025 
côv( 71, 7 2 )  -9.7495 -11.0930 -3.8845 -0.0186 -0.0053 -0.0130 -0.0002 -0.0005 -0.0002 
a 2pc w 0.0865 0.0759 0.0821 0.0001 0.0144 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
(t2])C(l 17.3040 25.542 15.7340 0.0193 0.0191 0.0262 0.0222 0.0358 0.0250 
a 2e 15.3800 16.147 17.9580 0.0454 0.0531 0.0509 0.0239 0.0309 0.0343 
Iterations 500 999 375 464 999 371 266 208 266 
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Heritability. genetic and phenotypic correlation estimates 
Based 011 covariance components estimated from samples one. two and three, heritabilities 
and genetic correlations for all yield traits were computed for the mid-points of ten lactation 
stages. Each stage was 30 days. Phenotypic correlations were also estimated from each sample 
and for each yield trait. 
Estimates of heritability. genetic and phenotypic correlation for milk yield, are shown in 
Tables -1.6. 4.7. and 4.8. All three sets of heritabilities for milk yield were high in early 
lactation stages and decreased towards to the middle, then after reaching a minimum, increased 
towards the end of lactation (Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8). Sample two had the smallest milk 
yield heritability estimates among the three sets of estimates. Sample three had higher milk 
heritability estimates than sample one for lactation stages 2. 3. 4. and 5. and smaller heritability 
estimates for lactation stages 7. 8, 9. and 10. 
Table 4.6 Milk-yield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above 
diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample one, 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I 0.41 0.81 0.63 0.49 0.37 0.26 0.17 0.09 0.03 -.01 
2 0.75 0.33 0.96 0.87 0.75 0.61 0.47 0.34 0.22 0.13 
3 0.69 0.82 0.32 0.97 0.90 0.79 0.66 0.54 0.42 0.32 
4 0.60 0.73 0.80 0.31 0.97 0.91 0.81 0.71 0.60 0.51 
5 0.57 0.68 0.75 0.79 0.31 0.98 0.92 0.84 0.76 0.68 
6 0.48 0.59 0.66 0.71 0.79 0.33 0.98 0.94 0.88 0.82 
1 0.38 0.50 0.56 0.63 0.70 0.77 0.36 0.99 0.95 0.91 
8 0.30 0.37 0.46 0.53 0.61 0.61 0.69 0.39 0.99 0.97 
9 0.24 0.31 0.40 0.43 0.52 0.62 0.65 0.76 0.44 0.99 
10 0.15 0.29 0.35 0.40 0.49 0.55 0.58 0.66 0.76 0.49 
In general, genetic correlations for milk yield computed from covariance component esti­
mated from sample three (Table 4.8). had the highest estimates, followed by those computed 
from sample one (Table 4.6) and those computed from sample two (Table 4.7). 
All three sets of genetic correlations for milk yield were higher between adjacent lactation 
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Table 4.7 Milk-yield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above 
diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample two. 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.21 0.69 0.43 0.20 -.05 -.29 -.51 -.67 -.77 -.82 
2 0.74 0.24 0.95 0.84 0.67 0.44 0.19 -.06 -.26 -.41 
3 0.67 0.81 0.24 0.97 0.87 0.70 0.47 0.24 0.04 -.12 
4 0.62 0.73 0.81 0.22 0.97 0.86 0.68 0.48 0.29 0.13 
5 0.53 0.65 0.74 0.79 0.20 0.96 0.85 0.69 0.53 0.38 
a 0.42 0.58 0.65 0.71 0.78 0.19 0.96 0.87 0.74 0.62 
i 0.35 0.48 0.55 0.62 0.67 0.76 0.20 0.97 0.90 0.81 
s 0.23 0.36 0.43 0.52 0.59 0.59 0.65 0.22 0.98 0.93 
9 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.34 0.44 0.54 0.62 0.77 0.27 0.99 
10 0.04 0.14 0.22 0.28 0.31 0.46 0.50 0.63 0.75 0.32 
Table 4.8 Milk-yield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above 
diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample three, 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 
1 0.35 0.93 0.84 0.73 0.59 0.44 0.28 0.12 -.02 -.15 
0 0.75 0.38 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.72 0.59 0.44 0.30 0.17 
3 0.68 0.80 0.37 0.98 0.93 0.85 0.74 0.62 0.49 0.37 
4 0.62 0.75 0.81 0.35 0.98 0.93 0.85 0.75 0.64 0.53 
5 0.54 0.67 0.73 0.80 0.34 0.98 0.93 0.86 0.77 0.68 
6 0.50 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.78 0.33 0.98 0.94 0.88 0.80 
i 0.40 0.51 0.58 0.65 0.70 0.78 0.33 0.99 0.95 0.90 
8 0.28 0.41 0.48 0.55 0.61 0.61 0.69 0.34 0.99 0.96 
9 0.20 0.32 0.38 0.43 0.49 0.56 0.66 0.76 0.36 0.99 
10 0.13 0.23 0.27 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.54 0.65 0.75 0.39 
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stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. The genetic correlation estimate 
for milk yield was smallest between lactation stages one and ten and highest between lactation 
stages at the end of lactation. 
Similar to genetic correlations, phenotypic correlations for milk yield were higher for adja­
cent lactation stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. However, pheno­
typic correlations did not decrease their values as observed for genetic correlation for distant 
lactation stages. In contrast to genetic correlations, negative estimates of phenotypic corre­
lations were not found for milk yield. The phenotypic correlation for milk yield was highest 
between lactation stages two and three in sample one. between lactation stages two and three, 
and three and four in sample two: and between lactation stage two and three in sample three. 
In general, samples one and three yielded larger phenotypic correlation estimates for milk yield 
than sample two. 
Estimates of heritabilities. genetic and phenotypic correlations for fat yield, are shown in 
Tables -1.9. -LIO. and 4.11. Similar to milk yield, heritability estimates for fat yields in all three 
samples were high in early lactation stages, decreased towards to the middle and after reaching 
a minimum, increased towards to the end of lactation. Covariance components estimated from 
sample one yielded the highest heritability estimates followed by those estimated from samples 
three and two. 
In general, genetic correlations for fat yield, computed from covariance component esti­
mated from sample one. (Table 4.9) yielded the highest estimates, followed by those computed 
from sample three (Table 4.11) and from sample two (Table 4.10). There was considerable 
variation among the three sets of genetic correlation estimates. 
For all three samples, genetic correlations for fat yield were higher between adjacent lac­
tation stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. In general, the genetic 
correlation for fat yield was smallest between lactation stages one and ten, and highest be­
tween lactation stages at the end of lactation and between lactation stages in the beginning of 
lactation. 
Similar to genetic correlations, phenotypic correlations for fat yield were higher for adjacent 
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Table 4.9 Fat-yield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above di­
agonal). and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample one. 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 t 8 9 10 
I 0.37 0.78 0.60 0.49 0.41 0.34 0.28 0.22 0.18 0.14 
o 0.62 0.28 0.96 0.89 0.81 0.70 0.56 0.43 0.30 0.19 
:) 0.56 0.63 0.27 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.71 0.57 0.44 0.32 
1 0.45 0.52 0.60 0.25 0.98 0.92 0.82 0.70 0.58 0.47 
5 0.49 0.54 0.56 0.60 0.24 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.72 0.62 
6 0.40 0.44 0.49 0.50 0.61 0.24 0.98 0.92 0.85 0.77 
- 0.40 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.57 0.63 0.25 0.98 0.94 0.88 
S 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.40 0.45 0.45 0.56 0.28 0.99 0.95 
9 0.2,S 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.40 0.52 0.53 0.63 0.31 0.99 
10 0.27 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.39 0.44 0.49 0.57 0.65 0.35 
lactation .stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. However, phenotypic 
correlations did not decrease their values as observed for genetic correlation for distant lactation 
stages. As opposed to genetic correlations, no negative estimate of phenotypic correlation was 
observed for fat yield. The phenotypic correlation for fat yield was highest between lactation 
stages nine and ten. 
The estimates of heritabilities and genetic and phenotypic correlations for protein yield, are 
shown in Tables 4.12. 4.13. and 4.14. Similar to milk and fat yield, protein yield heritability 
estimates for protein yield, in all three samples, were high in early lactation stages, decreased 
towards to the middle, and after reaching a minimum, increased towards to the end of lactation 
(Tables 4.12. 4.13 4.14). Covariance components estimated from sample one yielded the highest 
heritability estimates followed by those estimated from sample two, and for those estimated 
from sample three, except for lactation stages 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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Table -1.10 Fat-vield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above 
diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample two, 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is l 2 3 4 5 G i 8 9 10 
1 0.10 1.00 0.98 0.82 -.15 -.75 -.87 -.91 -.93 -.95 
2 0.1)1 0.08 0.99 0.86 -.08 -.70 -.84 -.88 -.91 -.92 
3 0.53 0.59 0.04 0.92 0.06 -.59 -.75 -.81 -.84 -.86 
-1 0.47 0.51 0.55 0.01 0.44 -.23 -.44 -.52 -.56 -.59 
5 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.58 0.01 0.77 0.62 0.54 0.49 0.46 
6 0.40 0.46 0.45 0.51 0.56 0.03 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.92 
i 0.29 0.32 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.58 0.06 1.00 0.99 0.98 
8 0.28 0.33 0.35 0.39 0.44 0.44 0.54 0.11 1.00 1.00 
y 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.42 0.52 0.65 0.17 1.00 
10 0.11 0.18 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.40 0.47 0.55 0.66 0.23 
Table 4.11 Fat-vield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations (above 
diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diagonal), com­
puted with covariance components estimates from sample three, 
for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
1 0.25 0.75 0.53 0.36 0.21 0.05 -.11 -.24 -.34 -.40 
2 0.60 0.20 0.95 0.87 0.75 0.59 0.39 0.17 -.03 -.19 
3 0.52 0.59 0.19 0.98 0.90 0.78 0.61 0.40 0.19 0.01 
4 0.49 0.55 0.60 0.16 0.98 0.90 0.76 0.58 0.38 0.21 
5 0.44 0.49 0.52 0.61 0.14 0.97 0.88 0.74 0.57 0.41 
G 0.41 0.46 0.49 0.56 0.64 0.13 0.97 0.88 0.75 0.61 
1 0.38 0.43 0.43 0.50 0.54 0.64 0.13 0.97 0.89 0.79 
S 0.28 0.33 0.37 0.42 0.49 0.49 0.57 0.13 0.97 0.92 
9 0.22 0.30 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.49 0.55 0.62 0.15 0.98 
10 0.13 0.21 0.23 0.32 0.33 0.42 0.47 0.56 0.65 0.18 
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Table 4.12 Protein-vield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations 
(above diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diag­
onal). computed with covariance components estimates from 
sample one. for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.27 0.94 0.69 0.34 0.05 -.15 -.28 -.36 -.42 -.47 
2 0.89 0.16 0.90 0.65 0.40 0.21 0.08 -.01 -.08 -.13 
3 o.ss 0.93 0.13 0.91 0.75 0.61 0.50 0.42 0.36 0.31 
4 0.83 0.90 0.93 0.13 0.96 0.88 0.81 0.75 0.71 0.67 
5 0.83 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.17 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.88 0.86 
(> 0.79 0.82 0.87 0.88 0.91 0.23 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.94 
i 0.74 0.79 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.91 0.28 1.00 0.99 0.98 
X 0.69 0.74 0.71 0.78 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.34 1.00 0.99 
9 0.60 0.68 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.88 0.40 1.00 
10 0.47 0.57 0.60 0.61 0.68 0.73 0.75 0.82 0.85 0.45 
Table 4.13 Protein-vield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations 
(above diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diag­
onal). computed with covariance components estimates from 
sample two. for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.44 0.98 0.88 0.56 0.06 -.31 -.51 -.62 -.69 -.73 
2 0.93 0.27 0.95 0.71 0.25 -.12 -.33 -.46 -.53 -.59 
3 0.92 0.96 0.15 0.89 0.53 0.18 -.04 -.17 -.26 -.31 
4 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.10 0.86 0.62 0.43 0.30 0.22 0.16 
5 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.10 0.93 0.83 0.75 0.68 0.64 
fj 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.15 0.98 0.94 0.90 0.88 
i 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.21 0.99 0.98 0.96 
8 0.80 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.92 0.29 1.00 0.99 
9 0.74 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.84 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.36 1.00 
10 0.73 0.74 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.83 0.85 0.89 0.91 0.43 
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Table 4.1-1 Protein-yield heritabilities (diagonal), genetic correlations 
(above diagonal), and phenotypic correlations (bellow diag­
onal). computed with covariance components estimates from 
sample three, for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 < 8 9 10 
I 0.33 0.97 0.88 0.69 0.44 0.19 -.01 -.16 -.27 -.35 
2 0.92 0.23 0.96 0.84 0.63 0.41 0.22 0.07 -.05 -.13 
3 0.90 0.94 0.17 0.95 0.81 0.64 0.47 0.33 0.22 0.14 
1 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.14 0.95 0.84 0.72 0.60 0.51 0.43 
5 0.86 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.13 0.97 0.89 0.82 0.75 0.69 
(i 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.15 0.98 0.94 0.89 0.85 
t 0,82 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.18 0.99 0.97 0.94 
8 0.78 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.22 0.99 0.98 
9 0.74 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.26 1.00 
10 0.68 0.75 0.75 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.91 0.30 
In general ,  genetic correlations for protein yield computed from sample two, (Table 4.14) 
yielded the smallest estimates, followed by those computed from sample three (Table 4.13) and 
for la.st those computed from sample one (Table 4.1'2). 
For all three samples, genetic correlations for protein yield were higher for adjacent lactation 
stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. The genetic correlation for 
protein yield was smallest between lactation stages one and ten and highest between lactation, 
stages at the end of lactation for all samples. 
As for genetic correlations, phenotypic correlations for protein yield were higher between 
adjacent lactation stages and decreased as the lactation stage interval increased. However, 
phenotypic correlations did not decrease their values as observed for genetic correlation for 
distant lactation stages. As opposed to genetic correlations, no negative estimate of phenotypic 
correlation was found for protein yield. The highest phenotypic correlation for protein yield 
was observed between lactation stages two and three and three and four in sample one, between 
lactation two and three for sample two, and between lactation stages two and three, three and 
four, four and five, and five and six in sample three. 
I t  has been reported that higher heritability estimates of test day yields are usually found 
in mid-lactation [95. 97. 98. 104]. However, other studies using random regression models 
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support  the high heritability estimates at the beginning and at the end of lactation, found 
in this present study. Jamrozik and Schaeffer [37] found the highest heritability estimates in 
the beginning of lactation, and Kettunen et al. [47] found the highest heritability estimates 
in both at the beginning and at the end of lactation. This result might be due to the over 
projection of genetic covariances in the edges of a defined lactation curve [47]. The pattern 
of decreasing heritability estimates toward the middle of lactation and rising after reaching a 
minimum observed in this study, has also been observed by Strabel and Misztal [95] who also 
fit a random regression model. 
The high range of  heritability estimates found in this study have also been reported by 
Jamrozik and Schaeffer [37], who also used a random regression model. They found heritabil­
ities estimates ranging from 0.40 to 0.59 for milk, from 0.34 to 0.68 for fat, and from 0.33 to 
0.69 for protein. Kettunen et al [47] also reported high heritability estimates, ranging from 
0.29 to 0.58 for milk yield, when testing two random regression models. 
Greater  resemblance of heritability estimates between milk and protein yield, than between 
milk and fat yield, was observed for estimates computed from covariance components estimated 
from sample two. This higher resemblance of milk and protein yield was also reported by S waive 
[98]. and Strabel and Misztal [95]. 
High genetic  correlation estimates between adjacent lactation stages, and low estimates 
between distant lactation stages observed in this study, has also been reported in the literature 
[28. 29. 37. 47. 57. 85. 104]. S waive [98] reported that the highest genetic correlation is generally 
found between mid lactation stages. However, in this study, the highest genetic correlation 
estimates were found between lactation stages at the end of lactation. The resemblance of 
patterns for genetic and phenotypic correlations observed in this study, has also been observed 
in the literature [28. 63. 104]. No explanation was found for the negative estimates found for 
genetic correlation among distant lactation stages for milk, fat and protein yield. 
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High heritabilities estimates were found for the first and the tenth lactation stages (Tables 
4.(j. 4.7. and 4.8. 4.9. 4.10. and 4.11. 4.1'2, 4.13, and 4.14. Also, genetic correlation estimates 
between those lactation stages were very negative. A similar result was observed by Strabel 
and Misztal [95]. 
Analyses of variance of fixed effects 
The effect of covariance component estimates on the effect of fixed factors in model (3.1) 
was studied by analyses of variance. A summary for the analyses of variance for fixed effects is 
presented in Table 4.15. For each yield trait, three sets of sum of squares were computed, each 
using a different set of covariance component estimates in the mixed model equations, and the 
complete data set. 
The contemporary groups (herd-test-date, herd-year-season, and parity-calving-season-
state) accounted for environmental factors that influenced test-day yields at the time of their 
measurement. Herd-test-date accounts for the season of production, while herd-vear-season 
accounts for season of calving [98]. Both herd-test-date and herd-year-season had significant 
effects in all analyses (Table 4.15), and therefore both herd-test-date and herd-year-season, 
should be fit when using a test-day model. 
Rtak and Schaeffer [76] fit fixed regression coefficients on covariates of days-in-milk within 
age-season contemporary group to account for the general shape of a lactation curve. Similar 
models were fit by Jamrozik et. al. [35, 36, 37, 39]. In the present study, the interaction of 
parity-calving-season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk were fit to account 
for the general shape of the lactation curve. This result indicates that the interaction of the 
contemporary group parity-calving-season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk 
should be fit when using a test-day model to account for the general shape of a lactation curve. 
Some results in the literature have been discussed for fitting a test-day model. Guo and 
Swalve [31] suggested using the covariates of the square root and logarithm of days-in-milk 
when fitting milk yield records. Wiggans and Goddard [110, 112] suggested fitting parity 
number when using a test-day model. Also, it has been reported that days pregnant have a 
Table 4.15 Summary of analyses of variance for fixed effects of model (3.1) when using covariance components estimated from sa m pi 
1, sample 2, and sample 3, were used in the mixed model equations 
Sum of Squares 
Milk Yield Fat Yield Protein Yield 
sv Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 
h i d  17,647,358.0" 18,344,082.7" 18,432,728.9" 38,934.8" 39,375.3" 37,573.1" 44,201.0" 44,210.3" 44,153.3" 
h y a  2,944,406.4** 3,545,170.3" 3,729,836.5" 6,248.8" 0,329.7" 6,151.6" 6,836.6" 6,793.7" 6,810.6" 
p r  x m f m g  81,875.8" 73,460.0" 331,047.5" 387.9" 507.4" 487.1" 437.6" 418.1" 399.7" 
s d i m  x m f m g  384,109.4" 2,165.8" 142,556.1" 72.6" 209.9" 23.6" 108.6" 19.3" 103.6" 
I d i m  x m f m g  106,302.4" 94,858.4" 173,204.9" 93.6" 66.4" 27.1" 283.3" 16.8" 123.8" 
s d i m  x p e a  3,581,183.8" 4,326,405.0" 4,366,553.9" 2,662.3" 2,515.4" 2,113.4" 3,002.2" 2,765.2" 2,718.1" 
I d i m  x pes 106,107.2" 1,725,905.9" 1,902,862. "1 766.3" 697.1" 525.3" 1,062.5" 1,025.8" 1,015.9" 
d p  x m f m g  554,851.7" 476,946.0" 619,296.1" 518.8" 206.3" 265.1" 780.8" 536.7" 397.1" 
d p 2  x m f m g  1,535,875.2" 1,522,603.6" 1,643,372.8" 1,258.8" 1,268.3" 1,315.8" 2,168.8" 2,198.5" 2,168.4" 
residual 159,575,173.1 160,270,491.1 158,789,803.0 344,966.0 349,586.3 329,483.3 203,893.8 204,137.9 202,846.4 
** - significant at 1% of probability 
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significant effect on yield traits [6]. However, based on results of the analyses of variance (Table 
1.15). it seems that the effects of covariates of days-in-milk. days pregnant, and parity also 
depended on the milking frequency management. Karaca [45] found the interaction between 
milking frequency and parity to be significant. 
The significant interactions of management group with covariates of days-in-milk, days 
pregnant and square of days pregnant, and parity, also support the comments made previously 
about Figure.-, -1.1. 4.2. 4.3. 4.4. 4.5. 4.6. 4.7. 4.8. and 4.9. Therefore, these results indicate 
that such interactions should be considered when estimating adjustment factors for correcting 
yields to the 2x basis. 
The adjustment for interactions of management group would allow to take into account any 
change in milking frequency that might happen throughout lactation. Also, the adjustment 
would correct for parity number and number of days-in-milk and days pregnant at the time of 
the measurement. Information needed for such adjustment (date of breeding that resulted in 
conception, milking frequency and parity number) is usually taken at the time of measurement. 
Therefore, this adjustment does not imply any more costs for recording of data. With such 
adjustment, it is expected that the adjustment to the 2x basis would be more precise because 
it would remove difference among cows due to differences in milking frequency throughout 
lactation, stage of lactation, pregnancy status and parity of the cow. 
Estimates of adjustment factors 
Solutions of mixed model equations for interactions of management group with parity, 
covariates of days-in-milk. and covariates of days pregnant, when covariance components esti­
mated from sample one. sample two and sample three were used in the mixed model equations, 
are shown in Tables 4.16. 4.17, and 4.18, respectively. 
The sets of adjustment factors obtained as described in Material and Methods chapter, 
are presented in Tables 4.19. 4.20. and 4.21. As expected, for each trait, the adjustment 
factor estimates did not have the same value across sets. This happened because each set was 
obtained using a different set of covariance component estimates in the mixed model equations. 
Tal. le  I .  Hi Solutions for  t in* interact ions of  management groups with pari ty number,  square root  of  days-in-milk (sdim).  
logari thm of days-in-milk (Idim),  days pregnant  (dp),  and square of days pregnant ,  when covariance compo­
nents  est imated from sample one were used in I l ie  mixed model  equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG 3x MG- 2 X-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG 2x 3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG 3x-2x-2 MG-3.x-2.x-1 
parity 1 2.777507(5 1.6539161 2.8151351 1.6506515 3.0878962 -3.7161 196 0.5125911 5.5027181 
parity 2 •1.7578836 1.1119245 1.9131722 1.1991370 5.3-133863 -1.5293078 2.6321160 7.3657799 
dp 0.0137173 0.0181539 0.0136737 0.0191881 0.0201511 0.0202538 0.0227357 0.019312 1 
dp2 -0.0001200 -0.0001595 -0.0001283 -0.0001651 -0.0001771 -0.0001633 -0.0001791 -0.0001610 
sdim -1.005-1299 -1.4900135 -1.0138181 -1.4606075 0.8101129 -1.5587171 -1.7898036 -1.0054507 
Idim 3.7563173 5.5376185 3.7298270 5.6010556 3.38661 12 6.6718814 6.4728745 3.4215710 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.1547642 0.1541954 0.1095952 0.1567186 0.1316377 -0.0424679 0.1144079 0.2357256 
parity 2 0.4046073 0.4329295 0.3609210 0.1313331 0.3902376 0.2060320 0.3646660 0.4746982 
dp 0.0003425 0.0004025 0.0003071 0.0004484 0.0001800 0.0005078 0.0005718 0.0001616 
dp2 -0.0000035 -0.0000045 -0.0000037 -0.0000018 -0.0000050 -0.0000046 -0.0000055 -0.0000046 
sdim -0.0165119 -0.0216800 -0.0160862 -0.0215128 -0.0090313 -0.0290336 -0.0332158 -0.0148678 
Idim 0.0391205 0.0540388 0.0449988 0.0623288 0.0270530 0.1154873 0.0963917 0.0246251 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG 3x BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x 3x-l MG 3x 2x 2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0377132 0.0153166 0.0561676 0.0101714 0.0666295 -0.1255662 -0.0035213 0.1497072 
parity 2 0.2702893 0.2827877 0.2818205 0.2808796 0.2934610 0.1061856 0.2297528 0.3694029 
dp 0.0004356 0.0005673 0.0004062 0.0006466 0.0005516 0.0005881 0.0006628 0.0005415 
dp2 -0.0000049 -0.0000063 -0.0000050 -0.0000066 -0.0000062 -0.0000060 -0.0000065 -0.0000058 
sdim -0.0215898 -0.0312202 -0.0191372 -0.0285449 -0.0139196 -0.0334828 -0.0395305 -0.0174576 
Idim 0.0749370 0.1172053 0.0704361 0.1114124 0.0605279 0.1497923 0.1413458 0.0542596 
'Pablo 1.17 Solutions for  t  l ie  interact ions of  management groups wit  h pari ty number,  square root  of  days-in-milk (sdim).  
logarit hm of days-in-milk (Idim), days pregnant (dp), and square of days pregnant, when covariance compo­
nents estimated from sample two were used in the mixed model equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2.X-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG 2x 3x 2 MG-2x 3x-l MG-3x 2x 2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 2 1.7639119 1.351 -174 1 1.9198471 4.2153231 5.446154 I -1.5159496 2.7269208 7.5015201 
dp 0.0135264 0.0182492 0.0134481 0.0190743 0.0200791 0.0197909 0.0228882 0.0192509 
dp2 -0.0001192 -0.0001598 -0.0001274 -0.0001647 -0.0001769 -0.0001616 -0.0001792 -0.0001630 
sdim -1.0686312 -1.5138263 -1.0241219 -1.4760547 -0.8579122 -1.5677506 -1.8160409 -1.0213534 
Idim 3.7636695 5.5956845 3.7533810 5.6436340 3.4152647 6.7044229 6.5246l96 3.1417830 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x 2x 2 MG-3x-2x-1 
parity 1 0.1191537 0.1138278 0.0682204 0.1113510 0.0796208 -0.0617263 0.0953918 0.1715841 
parity 2 0.4002552 0.4223428 0.3479862 0.4170979 0.3679985 0.2218472 0.3746056 0.4397246 
dp 0.0003548 0.0004141 0.0003255 0.0004573 0.0005019 0.0004840 0.0005671 0.0005138 
dp2 -0.0000035 -0.0000045 -0.0000037 -0.0000048 -0.0000050 -0.0000047 -0.0000055 -0.0000047 
sdim -0.0169827 -0.0212022 -0.0156320 -0.0204243 -0.0092027 -0.0244444 -0.0294075 -0.0157387 
Idim 0.0404267 0.0531172 0.0431548 0.0595236 0.0286062 0.0981012 0.0821181 0.0305870 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG 2x 3x-l MG 3x-2x 2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0415025 0.0209628 0.0617774 0.0143788 0.0737498 -0.1196473 0.0050448 0.1507280 
parity 2 0.2742685 0.2890543 0.2879363 0.2849441 0.3006603 0.1138962 0.2387525 0.3718489 
dp 0.0004361 0.0005704 0.0004078 0.0006531 0.0005584 0.0005822 0.0006659 0.0005322 
dp2 -0.0000049 -0.0000064 -0.0000050 -0.0000067 -0.0000063 -0.0000060 -0.0000065 -0.0000057 
sdim -0.0215945 -0.0308232 -0.0189680 -0.0288248 -0.0139175 -0.0328143 -0.0391419 -0.0172428 
Idim 0.0750828 0.1167390 0.0694523 0.1121445 0.0597262 0.1474364 0.1393794 0.0510648 
Ta Me I.1N Solutions loi  I l ie  interact ions of  management groups with pari ty number,  square root  of  days-in-milk (sdim),  
logari thm of days-in-milk (Idim),  days pregnant  (dp),  and square of  days pregnant ,  when covariance compo­
nents  est imated from sample three were used in the mixed model  equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3.x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x 3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity I 1.0756161 0.553712-1 2.0760689 0.721 1251 2.1168-171 -4.2239866 0.1603282 1.5-130798 
parity 2 4.7814884 4.1227944 4.9671544 4.0932583 5.2107976 -1.2210221 3.0365712 7.192729-1 
dp 0.0138724 0.0186047 0.0138905 0.0193920 0.0203529 0.0201795 0.0228319 0.0196318 
dp2 -0.0001208 -0.0001611 -0.0001289 -0.0001661 -0.0001774 -0.0001615 -0.0001808 -0.0001643 
sdim -1.0888735 -1.5752954 -1.0681419 -1.5268709 -0.9158086 -1.5861204 -1.8161806 -1.0869688 
Idim 3.7402894 5.7398247 3.8163996 5.7463713 3.5632082 6.6454494 6.4184319 3.6238439 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG 2x MG 3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-1 MG-3x 2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.1213768 0.1198228 0.0711806 0.1291360 0.0909121 -0.0644526 0.0782638 0.1984228 
parity 2 0.3634089 0.3922839 0.3154697 0.3977340 0.3413352 0.1757909 0.3207303 0.4326412 
dp 0.0003752 0.0004141 0.0003477 0.0005023 0.0005189 0.0005637 0.0006231 0.0004898 
dp2 -0.0000037 -0.0000047 -0.0000039 -0.0000051 -0.0000052 -0.0000049 -0.0000057 -0.0000047 
sdim -0.0172589 -0.0217085 -0.0170516 -0.0215585 -0.0105547 -0.0288181 -0.0338618 -0.0154534 
Idim 0.0415486 0.0544399 0.0486535 0.0609410 0.0327480 0.1129173 0.0985942 0.0266099 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG 2x BMP MG 3x BMF MG 2x-3x 2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x 2x 2 MG 3x 2x-l 
parity I 0.0333360 0.0127299 0.0542307 0.0072846 0.0655087 -0.1275040 -0.0029227 0.1431262 
parity 2 0.2644102 0.2793895 0.2781891 0.2752067 0.2898685 0.1033033 0.2281336 0.3620095 
dp 0.0004355 0.0005670 0.0004087 0.0006522 0.0005575 0.0005842 0.0006636 0.0005319 
dp2 -0.0000049 -0.0000064 -0.0000050 -0.0000067 -0.0000063 -0.0000060 -0.0000065 -0.0000058 
sdim -0.0215423 -0.0307516 -0.0189471 -0.0288003 -0.0138123 -0.0328591 -0.0389696 -0.0170562 
Idim 0.0750220 0.1167200 0.0693561 0.1118927 0.0596377 0.1475858 0.1390222 0.0535725 
Table I .I!)  Adjust  ment fact  DIS for  I l ie  interact ions of  management groups wit  l i  pari ty number,  square root  of  days-in-milk 
(sdim),  logari thm of days-in-milk (Idim),  days pregnant  (dp),  and square of  days pregnant ,  when variance 
components est imated from sample one were used in the mixed model  equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MC-2x MG-.'tx MG-2.x-BMF MG 3x BMF MG 2x 3x 2 MG-2x-3x-l MG 3x-2x 2 MG-3x-2x J 
parity 1 0.0 1.191-1830 0.0 1.1944836 -0.2427611 6.5612815 2.3025410 -2.6575830 
parity 2 0.0 0.7137352 0.0 0.7137352 -0.4302141 6.4424801 2.2810562 -2.4526081 
dp 0.0 -0.00551-17 0.0 -0.0055147 -0.0061807 -0.0065801 -0.0090620 -0.0056687 
dp'2 0.0 0.0000368 0.0 0.0000368 0.0000491 0.0000350 0.0000508 0.0000357 
sdim 0.0 0.4467894 0.0 0.4467894 -0.173-1052 0.5149290 0.7759855 -0.0083674 
Idim 0.0 -1.8712291 0.0 -1.8712291 0.3432128 -2.9150569 -2.7430480 0.3052560 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG 2x BMF MG 3x BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG 2x 3x-1 MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 -0.0471234 0.0 -0.0471234 -0.0220425 0.1520631 -0.0048127 -0.1261304 
parity 2 0.0 -0.0704121 0.0 0.0704121 -0.0293166 0.1548890 -0.0037450 -0.1137772 
dp 0.0 -0.0001413 0.0 -0.0001413 -0.0001729 -0.0002007 -0.0002647 -0.0001575 
dp2 0.0 0.0000011 0.0 0.0000011 0.0000013 0.0000009 0.0000018 0.0000009 
sdim 0.0 0.0054266 0.0 0.0054266 -0.0070519 0.0129474 0.0171296 -0.0012184 
Idim 0.0 -0.0173300 0.0 -0.0173300 0.0179458 -0.0704885 -0.0513929 0.0203737 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3X-BMF MG 2x 3x 2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-1 
parity 1 0.0 0.0459962 0.0 0.0459962 -0.0104619 0.1817338 0.0596889 -0.0935396 
parity 2 0.0 0.0009409 0.0 0.0009409 -0.0116405 0.1756349 0.0520677 -0.0875824 
dp 0.0 -0.0002404 0.0 -0.0002404 -0.0001454 -0.0001819 -0.0002566 -0.0001353 
dp2 0.0 0.0000016 0.0 0.0000016 0.0000012 0.0000010 0.0000015 0.0000008 
sdim 0.0 0.0094077 0.0 0.0094077 -0.0052176 0.0143456 0.0203933 -0.0016796 
Idim 0.0 -0.0409763 0.0 -0.0409763 0.0099082 -0.0793562 -0.0709097 0.0161765 
* 
Table I . '20 Adjust  ment factors for  I l ie  interact ions of  management groups wit  l i  pari ty iminlier ,  square root  of  days--iu-milk 
(sdim),  logari thm of days-in-milk ( l<lim),  days pregnant  (dp),  and square of  days pregnant ,  when variance 
components est imated from sample two were used in the mixed model  equal  ions 
Milk yield 
Management (Iroup 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG 2x 3x 2 MG 2x 3x 1 MG-3.x-2.x-2 MG-3.x-2.x-1 
parity 1 0.0 1.1907113 0.0 1.1997113 -0.337S38I 6.6041221 2.2000566 -2.7771029 
parity 2 0.0 0.7315210 0.0 0.7315210 -0.1963073 6.4657965 2.2229264 -2.5516730 
dp 0.0 -0.0056202 0.0 -0.0056262 -0.0066310 -0.0063128 -0.0091101 -0.0058028 
dp'2 0.0 0.0000373 0.0 0.0000373 0.0000495 0.0000312 0.0000518 0.0000356 
sdim 0.0 0.4519328 0.0 0.4519328 -0.1662097 0.5436287 0.7919190 -0.0027685 
Mini 0.0 -1.8902529 0.0 -1.8902529 0.3381163 -2.9510419 -2.7712390 0.3115980 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 -0.0431306 0.0 -0.0431306 -0.0114004 0.1299467 -0.0271714 -0.1033637 
parity 2 0.0 -0.0691117 0.0 -0.0691117 -0.0200123 0.1261390 -0.0266194 -0.0917384 
dp 0.0 -0.0001318 0.0 -0.0001318 -0.0001764 -0.0001585 -0.0002416 -0.0001883 
dp2 0.0 0.0000011 0.0 0.0000011 0.0000013 0.0000010 0.0000018 0.0000010 
sdim 0.0 0.0047923 0.0 0.0047923 -0.0061293 0.0088124 0.0137755 0.0001067 
ldiin 0.0 -0.0163688 0.0 -0.0163688 0.0145486 -0.0549461 -0.0389633 0.0125678 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3X MG-2X-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG 3x 2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 0.0473986 0.0 0.0473986 -0.0119724 0.1814247 0.0567326 -0.0889506 
parity 2 0.0 0.0029922 0.0 0.0029922 -0.0127240 0.1740401 0.0491838 -0.0839126 
dp 0.0 -0.0002453 0.0 -0.0002453 -0.0001506 -0.0001744 -0.0002581 -0.0001244 
dp2 0.0 0.0000017 0.0 0.0000017 0.0000013 0.0000010 0.0000015 0.0000007 
sdim 0.0 0.0098568 0.0 0.0098568 -0.0050505 0.0138463 0.0201739 -0.0017252 
Id im 0.0 -0.0426922 0.0 -0.0426922 0 0097261 -0.0779841 -0.0699271 0.0153875 
Table 1.21 Adjust  incut  factors  for  t  l ie  interact ions of  management groups wil  l i  pa l i t  y  number,  square root  of  days-in-milk 
(sdim).  logari thm of days-in-milk (Idim),  days pregnant  (dp),  and scpiare of  days pregnant ,  when variance 
components est imated from sample three were used in I he mixed model  equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-'2x MG-3x MG-'2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x 3x 2 MG-'2x-3x-1 MG-3x-2x-2 MG 3x-2x-1 
parity 1 0.0 1.35-19138 0.0 1.3549138 -0.0707782 6.3000555 1.9157107 -2.1670110 
parity 2 0.0 0.8738961 0.0 0.8738961 -0.2130132 6.1881766 1.9305832 -2.2255750 
dp 0.0 -0.0055015 0.0 0.0055015 -0.0061621 -0.0062890 -0.0089114 -0.0057143 
dp'2 0.0 0.0000372 0.0 0.0000372 0.0000485 0.0000356 0.0000519 0.0000351 
sdim 0.0 0.1587290 0.0 0.4587290 0.1523333 0.5179785 0.7480387 0.0188269 
Idim 0.0 -1.9299721 0.0 -1.9299721 0.2531914 -2.8290501 -'2.6020319 0.1925557 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG~3x~2x~ 1 
parity 1 0.0 -0.0579554 0.0 -0.0579554 -0.0197315 0.1356332 -0.0070832 -0.1272422 
parity 2 0.0 -0.0822643 0.0 -0.0822643 -0.0258655 0.1396788 -0.0052606 -0.1171715 
dp 0.0 -0.0001546 0.0 -0.0001546 -0.0001712 -0.0002160 -0.0002754 -0.0001421 
dp'2 0.0 0.0000012 0.0 0.0000012 0.0000013 0.0000010 0.0000018 0.0000008 
sdim 0.0 0.0045069 0.0 0.0045069 -0.0064969 0.QJ17665 0.0168102 -0.0015982 
Idim 0.0 -0.0122875 0.0 -0.0122875 0.0159055 -0.0642638 -0.0499407 0.0220436 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG2x.3x2 MG 2x-3x l MG 3x 2x 2 MG-3x-'2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 0.0469461 0.0 0.0169461 -0.0112780 0.1817347 0.0571534 -0.0888955 
parity 2 0.0 0.0029824 0.0 0.0029824 -0.0116794 0.1748858 0.0500555 -0.0838204 
dp 0.0 -0.0002435 0.0 -0.0002435 -0.0001488 -0.0001755 -0.0002549 -0.0001232 
dp2 0.0 0.0000017 0.0 0.0000017 0.0000013 0.0000010 0.0000015 0.0000008 
sdim 0.0 0.0098532 0.0 0.0098532 -0.0051348 0.0139120 0.0200225 -0.0018909 




Profiles of adjusted yield-trait means 
Three sets of adjusted test-day yields for each yield trait were computed using the three 
sets of estimates of adjustment factors presented in Tables 4.19, 4.20. and 4.21. These sets of 
adjusted test-day yields were used to obtain profiles of means of test-day yields across days-
in-milk, days pregnant and parities. The comparison of profiles was used to study the effect 
of covariance component estimates on estimating adjustment factors. For each yield trait the 
three sets of adjustment factors were very similar, therefore the profiles constructed by using 
these adjustment factors were very similar. Although the profiles were very similar, upon 
careful examination some differences can be observed. After the presentation of each profile, 
a general discussion about them is presented. 
Profiles of adjusted yield-trait means across days-in-milk 
For each set of adjusted test-day yields, means were computed for mid-points of ten lacta­
tion stages equally spaced by 30 days. Those adjusted means were used to obtain profiles for 
each yield-trait and for each set of adjusted test-day yields. 
Profiles of milk yield means of adjusted milk yield records across days-in-milk are shown in 
Figures 4.10. 4.11. and 4.12. For fat yield, profiles of means of adjusted fat yield records across 
days-in-milk are shown in Figures 4.13. 4.14. and 4.15. For protein yield, profiles of means of 
adjusted protein yield records across days-in-milk are shown in Figures 4.16, 4.17. and 4.18. 
Profiles of adjusted yield-trait means across days pregnant 
For each set of adjusted test-day yields, means were computed for number of days pregnant 
equally spaced by 30 days. Those adjusted means were used to obtain profiles for each yield-
trait and for each set of adjusted test-day yields and are shown in Figures 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21 
for milk yield, in Figures 4.22. 4.23, and 4.24 for fat yield, and in Figures 4.25, 4.26, and 4.27 
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Figure 4.10 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.11 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used 
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Figure 4.12 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
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Figure <1.13 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.14 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used 
in the mixed model equations 
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Figure 4.15 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
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Figure 4.16 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.17 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used 
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Figure 4.18 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
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Figure 4.19 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.20 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used 
in the mixed model equations 
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igure 4.21 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
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Figure 4.22 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.23 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used 
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Figure 4.24 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
in the mixed model equations 
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Figure 4/25 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of 
the mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were 
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Figure 4.26 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of 
the mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were 
used in the mixed model equations 
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re 4.27 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of 
the mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were 
used in the mixed model equations 
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Profiles of adjusted yield-trait means across parities 
For each set of adjusted test-day yields, means were computed for each parity level. Those 
adjusted means were used to obtain profiles for each yield-trait and for each set of adjusted 
test-day yields. 
Profiles of milk yield means of adjusted milk yield records, across parities, are shown in 
Figures 1.28. 4.29. and 4.30. For fat yield profiles of means of adjusted fat yield records, 
across parities, are shown in Figures 4.31. 4.32, and 4.33. For protein yield profiles of means 
of adjusted protein yield records, across parities, are shown in Figures 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36. 
General discussion about profiles of adjusted means across days-in-milk, days 
pregnant, and parities 
For milk and fat yield, in the profiles of adjusted means across days-in-milk (Figures 4.10, 
4.11. 4.12. 4.13. 4.14. and 4.15), days pregnant (Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24), 
and parities (Figures 4.28, 4.29. 4.30, 4.31. 4.32, and 4.33). it can be seen that all management 
groups had closer means to the reference management group MG-2x-BMF than in the profiles 
of unadjusted means of milk and fat yield (Figures 4.1, 4.4, 4.7, 4.2, 4.5, and 4.8). 
For protein yield, management groups MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-
3x-2x-2. had closer adjusted means to the reference management group MG-2x-BMF after 100 
days-in-milk (Figures 4.16, 4.17. and 4.18). up to 90 days pregnant (Figures 4.25, 4.26, and 
4.27). and in the first parity (Figures 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36). than in the profiles of unadjusted 
means across days-in-milk (Figure 4.3), days pregnant (Figure 4.6), and parities (Figure 4.9). 
In all profiles, management groups MG-3x and MG-3x-BMF also had closer adjusted means 
to the reference management group MG-2x-BMF although their profiles were not so close as 
for the other management groups. 
In all profiles for all yield-traits, it could be noticed that a perfect adjustment was not 
obtained. This might happened because adjusted records were not adjusted for contemporary 
group effects. Protein yield might have been more influenced by those contemporary group 
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Figure 4.28 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used in the 
mixed model equations 
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Figure '1.29 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two wore used in the 
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Figure 4.30 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used in the 
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Figure 4.31 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used in the 
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Figure 4.3*2 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample two were used in the 
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Figure 4.33 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across parities, computed using the solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when variance components estimated from sample three were used 
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Figure 4.34 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample one were used 
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Figure 4.35 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across parities, computed using the solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when variance components estimated from sample two were used in 
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Figure 4.36 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when covariance components estimated from sample three were used 
in the mixed model equations 
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placed farther from the means of management group MG-2x-BMF than observed in the profiles 
of means of unadjusted protein yields. Nevertheless, these results indicate that the adjustment 
factor estimates provided a reasonable adjustment for correcting management means of test-
day yields to the means of test-day yields of the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. 
For each trait yield, the observed similarity among profiles implied that the use of different 
>et.- of covariance component estimates in the mixed model equations yielded similar sets of 
adjustment factors estimates. 
Evaluation of adjustment factors 
Adjustment factors were evaluated by comparison of total sum of squares before and after 
adjustment. The full model 3.1. using variance components estimated from sample two in the 
mixed model equations, was fit to the whole data before and after adjustment. Adjusted records 
were obtained using adjustment factors estimated when covariance components estimated from 
sample two were used in the mixed model equations. The total sum of squares for unadjusted 
and adjusted records are shown in Table 4.22. The ratios between total sum of squares of 
adjusted over unadjusted records are also shown in Table 4.22. 
Table -1.22 Sum of squares for the full model fit with the whole 
data before and after adjustment using two covariance 
components estimated from sample two in the mixed 
model equations 
Trait unadjusted records adjusted records 
Milk yield «12.326,208 718,750,272 
Fat vield 1.274,538 1,178,648 
Protein yield 2,699,498 2,560,752 
Ratio between total sum of squares of ad justed over unadjusted records 
Milk vield 0.88 
Fat yield 0.92 
Protein yield 0.95 
For all three traits, the total variation accounted for the adjusted records was smaller than 
the total variation accounted for the unadjusted records (Table 4.22). The adjusted records 
of milk yield showed the highest reduction on total sum of squares, followed by fat yield and 
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protein yield. Adjusted records represented the original records corrected for the effect of 
management group. Therefore, it seems that adjustment factors were able to remove some of 
the variation due to management groups. 
Further discussion about adjustment factor estimates, based on literature 
review 
By using management group correction factors, it would be possible to estimate how much 
a cow milked 3x would produce if she had been milked 2x. if all other environmental factors 
were kept constant. A similar reasoning is used for estimating age correction factors in dairy 
cattle [23]. 
Neither of the three sets of adjustment factors provided a perfect adjustment for any yield-
trail. It was suggested that contemporary group effects could be a cause for that lack of 
perfect adjustment. Other authors, studying other factors, such as age, have attributed some 
difficulties due to contemporary groups effects, such as herd, when estimating adjustment 
factors in dairy cattle [23. 90]. 
Because it is physically impossible to evaluate the same cow under different milking fre­
quency management groups, with all other environmental factors kept constant, the evaluation 
of estimated adjustment factors must be indirect. This is a common problem faced when esti­
mating adjustment factors for any livestock species. When estimating age-correction factors, 
Searle and Henderson [90] considered several criteria: repeatability, coefficient of variation, in­
teraction of herd by age. and regressions within herd, year and season of age-corrected yield on 
age. However, they concluded that none of the five criteria could be used separately from each 
other, as a basis for comparison. Miller et al. [66] evaluated dairy age-correction factors esti­
mated by McDaniel et al. [62]. They concluded that their judgment criterion of age-correction 
factors, based on total elimination of variability associated with age, should not be absolute. 
However, large age differences should not be found in age adjusted data [66]. 
I l l  
The adjustment factors estimated in this research, were able to remove much of the dif­
ference among management group means for all yield-traits, as pointed out when comparing 
profiles of unadjusted with adjusted means of test-day yields. 
Lewis et al. [53] and C'ebrian [15] evaluated their adjustment factors by looking at the 
amount of variation accounted by the factors used in the adjustment, before and after adjust­
ment. Evaluation of adjustment factors obtained in this research was made by comparing total 
sum of squares of the complete data set before and after adjustment. In this situation, the 
only difference between these total sum of squares was due to adjustment of the data. The 
reduction of the total sum of squares indicated that the adjustment were able to remove some 
of the variation associated with management groups. 
Suggested adjustment factors 
Based on the result that covariance component estimates did not change much the estimates 
of adjustment factors, a new set of adjustment factors was estimated for each vield-trait. To 
obtain these new sets, pooled estimates of covariance components were obtained by computing 
a weighted average of the three estimates of covariance components. Sample size was used as 
the weights for computing this weighted average. 
The set of pooled covariance estimates is shown in Table 4.23. Heritabilities and genetic 
correlations computed for this set of pooled covariance component estimates are shown in 
Tables 4.24. 4.25. and 4.26 for milk, fat and protein yield respectively. The methodology 
described to compute these heritabilities and genetic correlations were described in Material 
and Methods chapter. 
Heritabilities and genetic correlations computed using the set of pooled covariance esti­
mates. for each trait, had intermediate values of the estimates computed using covariance 
estimates from sample one. two and three which were presented in Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 
for milk yield: Tables 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 for fat yield; and Tables 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 for pro­
tein yield. Therefore, the discussion made earlier about the sets of heritability and genetic 
correlation estimates also applies to this set of heritability and genetic correlation estimates. 
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Table 4.23 Pooled estimates of covariance component estimates 
Variance Milk Yield Fat Yield Protein Yield 
1» 123.7493 0.3104 0.0721 
v'bi) 1.8574 0.0031 0.0007 
v'(-,2) 29.0128 0.0576 0.0001 
côu(a. 7i) 8.6005 0.0221 -0.0070 
côv(a.72) -50.1956 -0.1213 0.0028 
rôt'(71,72) -6.7092 -0.0125 -0.0003 
<r2petr 0.0817 0.0032 0.0001 
a2pea 18.2043 0.0232 0.0268 
a2e 17.0704 0.0502 0.0314 
Table 4.24 Milk-yield heritabilities (diagonal), and genetic correlations 
(above diagonal) computed with the set of pooled covariance 
estimates components estimates for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.33 0.86 0.72 0.59 0.44 0.29 0.14 -.00 -.12 -.22 
•) 0.34 0.97 0.90 0.79 0.65 0.50 0.34 0.19 0.06 
3 0.33 0.98 0.91 0.81 0.68 0.54 0.40 0.27 
4 0.31 0.98 0.91 0.82 0.70 0.57 0.46 
ô 0.30 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.73 0.63 









9 0.36 0.99 
10 0.40 
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Table 4.25 Fat-vield heritabilities (diagonal), and genetic correlations 
(above diagonal) computed with the set of pooled covariance 
estimates components estimates for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 ( 8 9 10 
I 0.25 0.79 0.59 0.44 0.29 0.15 0.01 -.10 -.18 -.23 
2 0.20 0.96 0.87 0.74 0.57 0.37 0.18 0.02 -.11 
3 0.1S 0.97 0.89 0.75 0.58 0.39 0.22 0.08 
-1 0.16 0.97 0.88 0.74 0.58 0.43 0.29 
5 0.15 0.97 0.88 0.76 0.62 0.50 









!) 0.20 0.99 
10 0.24 
Table 4.26 Protein-yield heritabilities (diagonal), and genetic correlations 
(above diagonal) computed with the set of pooled covariance 
estimates components estimates for 10 lactation stages (Is) 
Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I 0.38 0.96 0.83 0.59 0.31 0.08 -.09 -.22 -.31 -.37 
• )  0.25 0.95 0.78 0.55 0.34 0.17 0.05 -.04 -.11 
3 0.19 0.94 0.79 0.62 0.48 0.37 0.28 0.21 
4 0.17 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.66 0.59 0.53 
5 0.19 0.97 0.92 0.86 0.81 0.77 








9 0.37 1.00 
10 0.42 
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For each trait pooled estimates were used in the mixed model equations to fit the full 
model (3.1). The solutions estimated by this new run. which are presented in the Table 4.'27, 
were used to estimate the suggested set of adjustment factors as described in the Material and 
Methods chapter. The suggested set of adjustment factors is presented in Table 4.28 and was 
used to obtain adjusted records, which were used to obtain means for yield-traits across days-
in-milk. days pregnant, and parities. The profiles of means of these adjusted records across 
days-in-milk. days pregnant and parities, for milk, fat and protein, are shown in Figures 4.37, 
4.38. 4.39. 4.40. 4.41. 4.42. 4.43. 4.44 and 4.45. 
Profiles of adjusted test-day means obtained from the suggested set of adjustment factors 
were very similar to the profiles obtained when either set of covariance component estimates 
was used in mixed model equations. Because of this similarity, comments made earlier about 
profiles obtained using the three sets of covariance components also apply to the profiles using 
the pool of the three sets of covariance components. 
Profiles of estimated difference in production across days-in-milk 
Estimated differences in production for milk, fat and protein were computed across days-
in-milk using the suggested set of adjustment factors (Table 4.28) and management group 
MG-2x-BMF as the reference management group for comparison with management groups 
MG-3x-BMF. MG-2x-3x-l. MG-2x-3x-2, MG-3x-2x-l. and MG-3x-2x-2. This estimated dif­
ference in production is a constant that should be added to a test-day yield of a cow under 
management group MG-3x-BMF or MG-2x-3x-l or MG-2x-3x-2 or MG-3x-2x-l or MG-3x-2x-2 
to adjust to the level of production of cows with the same levels of days-in-milk, days pregnant 
and parity under the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. This estimated difference in 
production can also be seen as the amount that a cow under management group MG-3x-BMF 
or MG-2x-3x-l or MG-2x-3x-2 or MG-3x-2x-l or MG-3x-2x-2 is capable to produce more or 
less than cows under the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. The estimated difference 
in production is corrected for all factors present in model 3.1 because it was computed using 
the suggested set of adjustment factors (Table 4.28), which was estimated using the solutions 
Tii Me 1.27 Solutions for the interactions of management groups with parity number, square root of days-in-milk (sdim). 
logarithm of days-in-milk ( ldim), days pregnant (dp), and square of days pregnant, when a pool of variance 
components estimated from three different samples were used in the mixed model equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2.X MG 3x MG-2.X-BMF MG 3x BMF MG-2.X-3X-2 MG-2x-3x-1 MG-3.X-2X-2 MCi-3.x-2x-1 
parity 1 2.2706029 1.1817535 2.1205347 1.1258764 2,1113932 -4.1071611 0.6184431 •1.6960205 
parity 2 -1.1361256 4.4142871 4.3917765 3.8675850 1.8339068 -1.7558536 2.8-110616 6.7212078 
dp 0.0 J 370 l-l 0.0178178 0.0135821 0.0187296 0.0204149 0.0192922 0.0227327 0.0199119 
dp2 -0.0001 ISO -0.0001574 -0.0001264 -0.0001623 -0.0001754 -0.0001598 -0.0001794 -0.0001635 
sdim -1.0709061 -1.4058500 -0.9986046 -1.3833778 -0.8261160 -1.4681778 -1.0922528 -0.9921380 
ldim 3.7739271 5.3124086 3.7302764 5.4181526 3.3826056 6,1375957 0.1292017 3,1540086 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG 2x BMF MG 3x BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-1 
parity 1 0.1620138 0.1620835 0.1214787 0.1630721 0.1303462 -0.0250272 0.1226550 0.2250125 
parity 2 0.1504600 0.4780995 0.4078766 0.4732256 0.1275550 0.2611559 0.4111147 0.5020238 
dp 0.0003470 0.0004104 0.0003119 0.0004548 0.0004789 0.0004989 0.0005510 0.0004502 
dp2 -0.0000036 -0.0000045 -0.0000037 -0.0000049 -0.0000050 -0.0000017 -0.0000054 -0.0000045 
sdim -0.0165924 -0.0212718 -0.0156860 -0.0207516 -0.0089252 -0.0270636 -0.0316137 -0.0151793 
ldim 0.0389664 0.0535097 0.0420891 0.0595897 0.0268238 0.1071849 0.0907798 0.0275221 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0267517 0.0180531 0.0479091 -0.0185288 0.0601137 -0.1166982 0.0117196 0.1327904 
parity 2 0.2637851 0.2901319 0.2790601 0.2575452 0.2903982 0.1211784 0.2488773 0.3580843 
dp 0.0004336 0.0005664 0.0004097 0.0006394 0.0005645 0.0005765 0.0006674 0.0005468 
dp2 -0.0000048 -0.0000063 -0.0000050 -0.0000065 -0.0000062 -0.0000060 -0.0000065 -0.0000057 
sdim -0.0214024 -0.0298732 -0.0179258 -0.0289901 -0.0130512 -0.0300664 -0.0366483 -0.0167375 
ldim 0.0755323 0.1121970 0.0670271 0.1164086 0.0579281 0.1374575 0.1294097 0.0538532 
Tal>le I  ,'2S Adjust nient factors for I l ie interactions of management groups wit h parity number, square toot of days-in-milk 
(sdim), logarithm of days-in-milk ( ldim), days pregnant (dp), and square of days pregnant, when a pool of 
varia l i re components estimated from three different samples were used in t he mixed model equations 
Milk yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-.'ix MG-2X-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG 2x 3x 2 MG 2x 3x 1 MG-3x-2x-2 M(i-3x-2x-1 
parity 1 0.0 0.99-10583 0.0 0.9940583 -0.2908585 0.2879958 1.5020910 -2.5754800 
parity 2 0.0 0.52-11915 0.0 0.5241915 -0.4121303 0.1470301 1.5507149 -2.3294310 
dp 0.0 -0.0051-175 0.0 -0.0051475 -0.0008328 -0.0057101 -0.0091500 -0.0003298 
dp2 0.0 0.0000359 0.0 0.0000359 0.0000490 0.0000334 0.0000530 0.0000371 
sdim 0.0 0.3847732 0.0 0.3847732 -0.1724880 0,1095732 0.0930482 -0.0004600 
ldim 0.0 -1.0878700 0.0 -1.0878700 0.3470708 -2.7073190 -2.3989250 0.2702078 
Fat yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG 3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG 2x-3x 2 MG-2x-3x-1 MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 -0.0415934 0.0 -0.0415934 -0.0088075 0.1465059 -0.0011703 -0.1035338 
parity 2 0.0 -0.0053490 0.0 -0.0053490 -0.0190784 0.1467207 -0.0032381 -0.0941472 
dp 0.0 -0.0001429 0.0 -0.0001429 -0.0001070 -0.0001870 -0.0002391 -0.0001443 
dp2 0.0 0.0000012 0.0 0.0000012 0.0000013 0.0000010 0.0000017 0.0000008 
sdim 0.0 0.0050050 0.0 0.0050050 -0.0007008 0.0113770 0.0159277 -0.0005007 
ldim 0.0 -0.0175000 0.0 -0.0175000 0.0152053 -0.0050958 -0.0486907 0.0145670 
Protein yield 
Management Group 
Factor MG-2x MG-3x MG-2x-BMF MG-3x-BMF MG-2x-3x-2 MG-2x-3x-l MG-3x-2x-2 MG-3x-2x-l 
parity 1 0.0 0.0664379 0.0 0.0664379 -0.0122046 0.1646073 0.0361895 -0.0848813 
parity 2 0.0 0.0215149 0.0 0.0215149 -0.0113381 0.1578817 0.0301828 -0.0790242 
tip 0.0 -0.0002297 0.0 -0.0002297 -0.0001548 -0.0001668 -0.0002577 -0.0001371 
dp2 0.0 0.0000015 0.0 0.0000015 0.0000012 0.0000010 0.0000015 0.0000007 
sdim 0.0 0.0110646 0.0 0.0110646 -0.0048746 0.0121406 0.0187225 -0.0011883 
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Figure 4.37 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure 4.38 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure '1.39 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days-in-milk, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure 4.40 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure 4.41 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure 4.42 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across days pregnant, computed using solutions of 
the mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
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Figure 4.43 Profiles of adjusted milk yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
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Figure 4.44 Profiles of adjusted fat yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the mixed 
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Figure 4.45 Profiles of adjusted protein yield means, across parities, computed using solutions of the 
mixed model equations, when a pool of covariance component estimates were used in the 
mixed model equations 
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when the full model (model 3.1) was fit using the complete data set. Therefore, difference 
of shapes management group profiles are due to the effect of differences of milking frequency 
management. Estimated difference in production was not computed for management groups 
\lG-2x because no adjustment factors were computed for management group MG-2x. Also, 
a estimated difference in production for management group MG-3x is equal to the estimated 
difference in production computed for management group MG-3x-BMF because both manage­
ment groups have the same set of adjustment factors as explained earlier. 
For each trait, estimated difference in production was computed for two levels of parity 
(parity one and two) and four levels of days open (30, 60, 90, and 120 days open). These levels 
of days open simulated cows in different stages of pregnancy for a given number of days-in-milk. 
Thirty days open indicates that a cow got pregnant at 30 days-in-milk, 60 days open indicates 
that a cow got pregnant at 60 days-in-milk. 90 days open indicates that a cow got pregnant at 
90 days-in-milk. and 120 days open indicates that a cow got pregnant at 120 days-in-milk. 
Profiles of estimated difference in production for milk, across days-in-milk are shown in 
Figures -1.46. 4.-17. 4.48. 4.49. 4.50, 4.51, 4.52, 4.53. For a given level of days open, profiles 
for parity one (Figures 4.46, 4.48. 4.50,4.52) and parity two (Figures 4.47, 4.49, 4.51,4.53), 
differ only by the height of the curves because adjustment for parity is a matter of adding 
or subtracting a constant to the equation of adjustment. However, for a given parity and 
management group, profile shapes changed across levels of days open because adjustment for 
days open was a constant multiplied by the number of days pregnant plus another constant 
multiplied by the square of the number of days pregnant. 
For parity one. up to 50 days-in-milk and for all levels of days open (Figures 4.46, 4.48. 
4.50.4.52). management group MG-3x-2x-2 showed the highest estimated difference in milk 
production. However, after 150 days-in-milk management group MG-3x-2x-2 showed a fast 
decline in estimated difference of milk production and management group MG-3x-BMF hold 
the highest estimated difference in milk production among all management groups. In parity 
two and for all levels of days open (Figures 4.47. 4.49. 4.51.4.53) management group MG-3x-
BMF hold the highest estimated difference in milk production among all management groups. 
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Figure 4.'16 Profiles of estimated difference in milk production of cows with 30 days open in parity one 
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Figure 4.47 Profiles of estimated difference in milk production of cows with 30 days open in parity two 
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Figure 4.49 Profiles of estimated difference in milk production of cows with 60 days open in parity two 
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Figure 4.51 Profiles of estimated difference in milk production of cows with 90 days open in parity two 
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Figure 4.53 Profiles of estimated difference in milk production of cows with 120 days open in parity two 
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For both parity levels, managements that started with 2x and changed to 3x showed fast 
increase of estimated difference of milk production at the part of the lactation in which the 
change in milking frequency took place, while managements that started with 3x and changed 
to 2x showed fast decrease of estimated difference in milk production at the part of the lactation 
in which the change in milking frequency took place. 
For the same parity, although the difference in shape the rank of profiles of management 
«roups were kept nearly the same across all levels of days open. The difference in profile shape 
is due to the number of days open. It can be noticed that as the number of days open increases 
the trait yield curve tends to become flatter. This might happen because within a lactation 
period a cow production is less affected by her pregnancy because she got pregnant later. 
Profiles of estimated difference in production for fat, across days-in-milk are shown in 
Figures 4.54. 4.55. 4.56, 4.57. 4.58. 4.59, 4.60, 4.61. The discussion described for profiles of 
milk yield also applies to profiles of fat yield. In general, cows under managements in which 
they were milked 3x tended to produce more fat than cows under managements in which they 
were milked 2x. 
Profiles of estimated difference in production for protein, across days-in-milk are shown in 
Figures 4.62. 4.63. 4.64. 4.65, 4.66. 4.67, 4.68, 4.69. For parity one, up to 170 days-in-milk 
and for all levels of days open (Figures 4.62, 4.64, 4.66, 4.68), management group MG-3x-2x-2 
showed the highest estimated difference in protein production. However, after 170 days-in-
milk management group MG-3x-2x-2 showed a fast decline in estimated difference of protein 
production. Also, after 170 days-in-milk management groups MG-3x-BMF, MG-2x-3x-l, MG-
2x-2x-2 and MG-2x-3x-2. alternated the highest estimated difference in protein production. 
Similar to milk and fat. in parity two and for all levels of days open (Figures 4.47, 4.49, 
4.51.4.53) management group MG-3x-BMF hold the highest estimated difference in protein 
production among all management groups. 
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Similar to milk and fat. for both parity levels, managements that started with 2x and 
changed to 3x showed fast increase of estimated difference in protein production at the part 
of the lactation in which the change in milking frequency took place, while managements that 
started with 3x and changed to 2x showed fast decrease of estimated difference of protein 
production at the part of the lactation in which the change in milking frequency took place. 
Cumulative estimated difference in production across days-in-milk 
A cumulative estimated difference in production was computed for each trait, four levels of 
days open, two levels of parity for management groups MG-3x-BMF, MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-
2. MG-3x-2x-l. and MG-3x-2x-2 using the management group MG-2x-BMF as the reference 
management group. Each cumulative estimated difference of production was computed by 
summing estimated difference of production for all levels of days-in-milk ranging from 5 to 
305. The cumulative estimated difference in production shows how much a cow is under a 
management group MG-3x-BMF, MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2. MG-3x-2x-l, and MG-3x-2x-2 is 
expected to produce more or less than the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. 
The computed cumulative estimated difference in production for milk, fat and protein, are 
shown in Table 4.29. for two levels of parity and four levels of days open. For all traits, the 
expected difference in production was relatively small for each level of days in milk (Figures 
4.46. 4.47. 4.48. 4.49, 4.50. 4.51. 4.52, 4.53, 4.54, 4.55, 4.56. 4.57, 4.58, 4.59, 4.60, 4.61, 
4.62. 4.63. 4.64. 4.65. 4.66. 4.67. 4.68, 4.69). However, the cumulative expected difference 
in production was relatively high (Table 4.29). This implies that, although some differences 
in production are small for each level of days-in-milk, the sum of all of them, for the entire 
lactation period, might make some management groups to show a higher lactation yield than 
the others. 
For milk yield parity one and all level of days open, the ranking of management groups 
for cumulative estimated difference of production was MG-3x-BMF, MG-3x-2x-2, MG-3x-2x-l, 
MG-2x-3x-l and MG-2x-3x-2. For parity two, the ranking was almost the same except that 
management groups MG-2x-3x-l and MG-3x-2x-l switched places for all levels of days open. 
l'alilc 1.2!) ( 'nmnlalive estimated différence in milk, fat ami 
protein product ion for two levels of parity and 
four levels of days open 
milk yield fat yield protein yield 
days management parity 
open group 1 2 1 2 1 2 
MG-2x-BMF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MG-3x-BMF 708.50 851.99 16.97 24.22 9.91 23.60 
MG-2x-3x-2 118.62 16-1.76 2.01 5.31 5.46 5.19 
30 MG-2x-3x-l 302.51 315.32 8.91 8.84 7.61 9.67 
MG 3x 2x 2 513.11 498.51 11.17 11.80 11.70 13.53 
MG-3x-2x-1 391.47 316.42 12.24 9.38 11.42 9.63 
MG-2x-BMF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MG-3x-BMF 741.44 884.94 18.30 25.55 11.17 24.87 
MG-2x-3x-2 165.08 211.23 3.36 6.65 6.69 6.42 
60 MG-2x-3x-1 325.96 368.77 9.48 9.42 8.34 10.39 
MG 3x 2x 2 549.91 535.08 12.76 13.93 12.74 14.57 
MG-3x-2x-1 417.62 342.57 12.74 9.89 11.78 9.99 
MG-2x-BMF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MG-3x-BMF 763.15 906.65 19.23 26.48 11.97 25.67 
MG-2X-3X-2 196.05 242.19 4.28 7.57 7.54 7.27 
90 MG-2X-3X-1 339.78 382.59 9.78 9.72 8.78 10.84 
MG-3X-2X-2 571.23 556.40 13.82 14.45 13.35 15.18 
MG-3X-2X-1 433.06 358.01 13.03 10.16 11.95 10.16 
MG-2x-BMF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
MG-3x-BMF 775.57 919.06 19.82 27.07 12.40 26.09 
MG 2x 3x 2 214.15 260.29 4.84 8.14 8.05 7.79 
120 MG 2x 3x 1 345.79 388.60 9.87 9.80 8.98 11.04 
MG 3x 2x 2 580.22 565.39 14.44 15.07 13.61 15.44 
MG-3X-2X-1 439.81 364.77 13.13 10.26 11.97 10.18 
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For parity one. the results indicate that cows that were milked the entire lactation 3x and 
cows that started with 3x. showed advantage over managements in which cows were milked 
the entire lactation 2x or that started with 2x and changed to 3x. For parity two, this later 
pattern did not repeat because management groups MG-2x-3x-l and MG-3x-2x-l switched 
their positions. 
From parity one to parity two (Table 4.29), it is possible to see that milk production for any 
level of days open increased for management groups MG-3x-BMF, MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2 
and decreased for management groups MG-3x-2x-l and MG-3x-2x-2. The estimated difference 
in milk production increased for all management groups when number of days open increased 
from 30 to 120 for both levels of parity (Table 4.29). 
The discussion for cumulative estimated difference in production of milk also applies to 
cumulative estimated difference in production of fat except that management groups MG-3x-
2x-2 and MG-3x-2x-l switched their places in relation to the ranking of management groups 
observed for milk yield in parity one (Table 4.29). 
However, the ranking of management groups for cumulative estimated difference of pro­
duction of protein was considerable different than the rank observed for cumulative estimated 
difference in milk production (Table 4.29). Management group MG-3x-2x-2 showed the highest 
cumulative estimated difference in protein production in parity one for all levels of days open 
while management group MG-3x-BMF had the highest for parity two in all levels of days open. 
In parity one. management groups that started with 3x showed higher cumulative estimated 
difference in protein production than managements that started with 2x. In parity two, man­
agement groups that were milked 3x for a longer period of time (MG-2x-3x-l and MG-3x-2x-2) 
showed higher cumulative estimated difference in production than management groups that 
were milked 2x for a longer period of time (MG-2x-3x-2 and MG-3x-2x-l). Like for milk and 
fat. the estimated difference in protein production increased for all management groups when 
number of days open increased from 30 to 120 for both levels of parity (Table 4.29). 
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General discussion about 3x versus 2x based on the results of estimated 
difference in production 
The estimated differences in production computed in previous sections, across days-in-milk 
(Figures 4.46. 4.47. 4.48. 4.49, 4.50. 4.51, 4.52, 4.53. 4.54, 4.55, 4.56, 4.57, 4.58, 4.59, 4.60, 
4.61. 4.6'2. 4.63. 4.64. 4.65. 4.66. 4.67, 4.68. 4.69) showed that cows under managements in 
which they are milked 3x a day tended to produce more milk, fat and protein than cows 
under managements in which they are milked 2x. Similar result was observed for cumulative 
difference of production (Table 4.29). 
Higher milk yield of cows milked 3x has also been reported by other authors. Pearson et al. 
[71] and Karaca [45] reported that cows milked 3x produced more than cows milked 2x. Klei 
et al. [50] reported that cows milked 3x for the whole lactation yielded 10.4% more than their 
counterparts milked 2x. Higher fat yield of cows milked 3x than cows milked 2x has also been 
reported by Allen et al. [2], Barnes et al. [9], Edman and Vamer [20], and Klei et al. [50] and 
Karaca [45]. However. Poole [73] did not find higher fat yield for cows milked 3x than for cows 
milked 2x. Higher protein yield by 3x cows has also been reported by other authors. Campos 
et al. [12] observed that protein yield of cows milked 3x, was 8.8% higher for Holsteins and 
4.3% higher for Jerseys than their counterparts milked 2x. Karaca [45] observed that cows 
milked 3x produced 9.9% more protein than cows milked 2x. 37 
It was also reported in this research that cows under 3x milking produce more than cows 
under 2x milking for both parity levels (Figures 4.46, 4.47, 4.48, 4.49, 4.50, 4.51, 4.52, 4.53, 
1.54. 4.55. 4.50. 4.57. 4.58. 4.59. 4.60, 4.61, 4.62, 4.63, 4.64, 4.65, 4.66. 4.67, 4.68, 4.69), and 
that cows in parity two tends to produce more than cows in parity one (Table 4.29). Other 
authors have also reported that cows milked 3x, in their first or later parities, produce more 
milk, fat and protein than cows milked 2x. Allen et al. [2] reported that cows milked 3x 
produced 19.4. 13.5, 11.7. and 13.4% more milk in first, second, third, and fourth and later 
parities respectively. Amos et al. [3] found that first lactation and muciparous cows milked 
3x yielded 25.2 and 18.5% more milk, respectively, than their counterparts milked 2x. Barnes 
et al. [9] reported that cows milked 3x yielded 14% and 6% more than cows milked 2x during 
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their first and second lactations, respectively. Gisi et al. [30] reported that second or later 
lactation cows in herds that switched from 2x to 3x, produced 12% more milk, than second 
and later lactation cows in the original 2x herds, while first lactation 3x cows in herds that 
switched from 2x to 3x produced 14% more milk, than first lactation cows in the original 2x 
herds. For cows milked 3x, Allen et al. [2] reported that fat production increased by 17.5, 
10.S. and 8.5l/r for first, second, and third lactation, respectively. Karaca [45] observed that 
cows milked 3x during the whole lactation produced more milk, fat, and protein in their first, 
second, and third parities than their counterparts milked 2x. Karaca [45] also reported that 
for cows that had been switched in milking frequency (either from to 2x to 3x or from 3x to 
'2x| showed higher milk. fat. and protein yields in their first, second, and third lactation, than 
their counterparts milked 2x the entire lactation. 
Profiles of estimated difference in production across days pregnant 
Estimated differences in production for milk, fat and protein, were also computed across 
days pregnant, using management group MG-2x-BMF as the reference management for man­
agement groups MG-3.X-BMF. MG-2x-3x-l, MG-2x-3x-2. MG-3x-2x-1, and MG-3x-2x-2. These 
estimated differences in production were computed using the suggested set of adjustment fac­
tors for days pregnant and square of days pregnant presented in Table 4.28. These estimated 
differences in production can be seen as the amount that a cow under management group 
\IG-3x-BMF or MG-2x-3x-l or MG-2x-3x-2 or MG-3x-2x-l or MG-3x-2x-2 is capable to pro­
duce more or less than cows under the reference management group MG-2x-BMF for the same 
number of days pregnant. Like the estimated differences across days-in-milk, the estimated 
difference in production is corrected for all factors present in model 3.1 because it was com­
puted using the suggested set of adjustment factors (Table 4.28). which were estimated using 
the solutions when the full model (model 3.1) was fit using the complete data set. Therefore, 
difference of profile shapes between management groups are due to the effect of differences in 
milking frequency management. Like described in the section of profiles of estimated differences 
in production across days-in-milk. estimated differences in productions were not computed for 
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management groups MG-'2x and MG-3x because of the same reasons. 
Profiles of estimated difference in milk, fat and protein production across days pregnant 
are shown in Figures 4.70. 4.71 and 4.72, respectively. For milk yield (Figure 4.70), the ref­
erence management group MG-2x-BMF showed lower estimated difference in milk production 
than management group MG-2x-3x-2 up to 140 days pregnant, than management group MG-
3x-BMF up to 150 days pregnant, and than management groups MG-2x-3x-l. MG-3x-2x-2 
and MG-3x-2x-l up to 175 days pregnant. Management group showed the highest estimated 
difference in milk production up to 180 days pregnant. 
For fat yield (Figure 4.71). the reference management group MG-2x-BMF showed lower 
estimated difference in fat production than management group MG-3x-BMF up to 120 days 
pregnant, than \IG-2x-3x-2 up to 135 days pregnant, than MG-3x-2x-2 up to 145 days preg­
nant. than MG-3x-2x-l and than MG-2x-3x-l up to 185 days pregnant. Management group 
MG-3x-2x-2 showed the highest estimated difference in fat production up to 75 days pregnant, 
and after 75 days pregnant management group MG-2x-3x-l showed the highest estimated 
difference in milk production. 
For protein yield (Figure 4.72). the reference management group MG-2x-BMF showed 
lower estimated difference in protein production than management group MG-2x-3x-2 up to 
130 days pregnant, than MG-3x-BMF up to 160 days pregnant, than MG-2x-3x-l up to 170 
days pregnant, than MG-3x-2x-2 up to 175 days pregnant and than MG-3x-2x-l up to 200 
days pregnant. 
From the three profiles (Figures 4.70, 4.71 and 4.72), it is possible to conclude that up to 
half of the gestation (around 140 days pregnant) all managements yielded more milk, fat, and 
protein than the reference management group MG-2x-BMF. However, after the first half of the 
gestation, yields of all management groups were lower than the reference management group 
MG-2x-BMF. In both cases, higher and lower yield than management group MG-2x-BMF, 
adjustment are needed to bring test-day records to the level of production of management 
group MG-2x-BMF. Within each trait, profile shapes were not the same for all management 
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Figure 1.70 Profiles of estimated difference in milk yield across days pregnant 
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Figure 4.72 Profiles of estimated difference in protein yield across days pregnant 
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The observed advantage of milk production by cows milked 3x might result for a given 
stage of lactation, cows milked 3x are expected to be less advanced in their pregnancy, and 
therefore most of their nutrition would be used for production rather than for the growth of 
their fetus. Some authors have reported 3x cows having a different average days open than '2x 
cows. Karaca [45] reported that cows milked 3x had on average 13.85 more days open than 
cows milked 2x. Quesenberrv et al. [77] and DePeters [19] also reported that cows milked 
3x had more days open than cows milked 2x. However. Barnes et al. [9] found that milking 
frequency did not alter number of days open. Allen et al. [2] reported that the effect of milking 
frequency on number of days open depended on lactation number. First lactation 3x cows had 
a larger number of days open while second lactation 3x cows showed no difference, and third 




lie following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this research: 
Cows under managements in which they were milked the entire lactation 3x had higher 
means for milk, fat, and protein, than cows under managements in which they were 
milked the entire lactation 2x. 
In general, production of milk, fat, and protein by cows under management groups in 
which cows had their milking frequency switched, had intermediate values between pro­
duction of cows under management groups in which cows were milked the entire lactation 
with just one milking frequency. 
Heritabilitv and genetic correlation estimates showed some variability among the three 
sets of estimates. 
Herd-test-date, herd-year-season, and paritv-calving-season-state had significant effects 
on yield traits, and therefore these contemporary groups should be fitted when using a 
random regression model to analyze dairy cattle data. 
Interactions of management groups with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, days 
pregnant, square of days pregnant, and parity were significant and should be taken into 
account for estimating adjustment factors 
Variance component estimates used as input in mixed model equations did not change 
much the adjustment factors estimated from the solutions of mixed model equations. 
For all yield traits, all three sets of adjustment factors provided similar adjusted means. 
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• Although the adjustment factors were not able to provide a perfect adjustment, they 
were able to remove considerable of the variation caused by management groups. 
e The set of adjustment factors estimates obtained by using a pool of three sets of covari-




This appendix is meant to explain how to use adjustment factors estimated in this research. 
To accomplish this goal, a sample of milk records was extracted from the whole data and used 
in an example. This sample set of milk yield records was extracted under the restriction that 
all eight management groups should have test-day records taken at '20, 50, 80, 110, 140, 170, 
200. 230. 260. and 290 days-in-milk. Those days-in-milk represent mid-points of 10 lactation 
stages, equally spaced by 30 days, for a period of 305 days of lactation. 
Throughout this appendix, the following abbreviations were used: mg for management, 
dim for days-in-milk. dp for days pregnant, dp2 for square of days pregnant, pes for parity-
calving-season-state. sdim for square root of days-in-milk. ldim for logarithm of days-in-milk, 
litd for herd-test-date, hys for herd-vear-season, Yorig original milk yield records, Yadji milk 
yield records obtained after the first step of adjustment, and Yadj2 milk yield records obtained 
after the second step of adjustment. 
Sample records are shown in Table 6.1. Levels of fixed effects for sample records are also 
shown in Table 6.1. This information about levels of fixed effects were used in the adjustment 
procedure. 
Adjustment 
Records were adjusted in two steps. The first step adjusted records for parity, square root 
and logarithm of days in milk, and days pregnant and square of days pregnant. The second 
step adjusted for average and contemporary group effects. The adjustment factors used in the 
first step of adjustment might be used in other practical applications. However, the second 
step of adjustment depends on the solutions for contemporary group effect that exist for each 
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Table (j.l Sample of milk yield records (Yorig) used throughout the example 
management animal htd hys stcs pr dim dp Y 1  ortg ^ adj 1 ^adj2 
MG-'2x 7S 49665 15850 56 2 20 0 29.90 29.90 36.54 
MC,-2x 12 49620 15837 55 2 50 0 24.46 24.46 19.35 
MG-2x 51 49659 15847 53 2 80 0 44.03 44.03 46.29 
MG-2x 22 49634 15839 53 2 110 0 40.09 40.09 43.02 
MG-2x SI 49646 15842 56 2 140 69 35.33 35.33 38.90 
MG-2x 75 49624 15836 50 1 170 0 35.33 35.33 34.31 
MG-2x 16 49633 15838 56 2 200 152 36.69 36.69 36.86 
MG-2x 63 49633 15837 55 2 230 167 21.07 21.07 18.83 
MG-2x 12 49632 15837 55 2 260 144 30.80 30.80 27.54 
MG-2x 57 49648 15842 56 2 290 171 21.29 21.29 18.84 
MG-3x 55253 80204 25347 79 2 20 0 32.25 29.44 41.34 
MG-3x 55242 80187 25340 80 2 50 0 67.04 63.68 74.72 
MG-3x 852 51610 16450 49 1 80 0 31.94 28.98 32.12 
MG-3x 46442 84662 26874 78 2 110 0 40.72 37.35 41.66 
MG-3x 12676 52073 16595 52 1 140 0 31.26 28.47 33.72 
MG-3x 55250 80207 25346 78 2 170 151 44.85 41.76 57.05 
MG-3x 45555 85258 27073 78 2 200 66 29.31 26.15 20.95 
MG-3x 45530 82130 26013 77 2 230 143 23.01 20.19 14.90 
MG-3x 5636 50878 16226 56 2 260 78 36.65 33.81 32.69 
MG-.jx 5861 50474 16087 54 2 290 164 29.85 27.48 29.78 
MG-2X-BMF 12 49598 15832 50 1 20 0 23.78 23.78 18.44 
MG-2x-BMF 16 49601 15832 50 1 50 0 36.01 36.01 28.48 
MG-2x-BMF 35 49582 15828 50 1 80 0 41.00 41.00 33.59 
MG-2x-BMF 13 49602 15832 50 1 110 44 35.11 35.11 28.62 
\IG-2x-BMF 31 49606 15833 55 2 140 1 37.15 37.15 36.86 
MG-2x-BMF 2 49602 15831 49 1 170 65 27.86 27.86 23.41 
MG-2x-BMF 22 49600 15830 52 1 200 85 29.44 29.44 27.98 
MG-2x-BMF 29 49614 15834 56 2 230 0 19.93 19.93 16.99 
MG-2x-BMF 5 49606 15832 50 1 260 101 9.29 9.29 11.78 
MG-2x-BMF 43 49603 15830 52 1 290 226 26.50 26.50 25.77 
MG-3x-BMF 5864 50474 16090 53 2 20 0 48.02 45.21 51.23 
MG-3x-BMF 11661 49916 15922 53 2 50 0 63.65 60.29 73.65 
MG-Sx-BMF 12248 49913 15921 56 2 80 0 41.00 37.57 46.71 
MG-3x-BMF 12178 49917 15922 53 2 110 3 33.30 29.91 41.65 
MG-3x-BMF 5856 50450 16082 49 1 140 58 27.32 24.35 22.76 
MG-3x-BMF 11753 49915 15921 56 2 170 0 52.78 49.65 59.83 
MG-3x-BMF 12256 49919 15922 53 2 200 95 38.28 35.14 40.05 
MG-3x-BMF 5864 50480 16090 53 2 230 0 24.28 21.46 15.02 
MG-3x-BMF 12074 49919 15921 56 2 260 63 35.56 32.72 38.20 
MG-3x-BMF 11979 49920 15921 56 2 290 149 29.22 26.76 26.85 
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Table 6.1 (Continued) 
management animal id htd hys stcs pr dim dp y 'or tg 
MG-2x-3x-2 11922 49908 15920 55 2 20 0 41.90 41.73 49.10 
MG-2x-3x-2 12322 49906 15919 54 2 50 0 45.53 45.23 55.02 
MG-2x-.3x-2 12163 49912 15920 55 2 80 0 61.38 60.92 66.28 
MG-2x-3x-2 11922 49911 15920 55 2 110 0 45.53 44.91 51.47 
MG-2x-.3x- 2 116-58 49912 15920 55 2 140 28 30.80 29.88 33.86 
MG-2x-3x-2 12282 49913 15920 55 2 170 0 44.17 43.26 47.62 
M G - 2 X--3.X-2 12096 49913 15920 55 2 200 124 34.20 33.07 36.81 
MG-2x-.3x-2 11922 49915 15920 55 2 230 56 34.88 33.48 40.20 
MG-2x-3x-2 12394 49915 15920 55 2 260 165 31.71 30.63 36.78 
MG-2x-3x-2 12425 49917 15920 55 2 290 186 23.33 22.35 29.20 
MG-2x-3x-l 12103 49911 15921 56 2 20 0 40.09 40.23 51.60 
MG-2x-3x-l 12534 49912 15921 56 2 50 0 28.54 27.42 36.48 
MG-2x-3x-1 11724 49914 15921 56 2 80 41 51.19 49.50 58.46 
\IG-2x-.3x-1 13425 49912 15920 55 2 110 0 43.03 41.38 46.04 
\IG-2x-3x-l 12103 49915 15921 56 2 140 0 40.09 38.41 49.41 
MG-2x-3x-l 13686 49917 15921 56 2 170 35 42.58 40.79 52.22 
\IG-2x-3x-l 11655 49916 15921 56 2 200 92 50.96 49.16 59.32 
MG-2x-3x-1 13331 49916 15920 55 2 230 71 37.83 36.14 43.63 
MG-2x-3x-l 13414 49918 15921 56 2 260 113 43.03 41.48 51.09 
\IG-2x-3x-l 23048 50517 16107 54 2 290 108 21.52 20.09 25.51 
MG-3x-2x-2 12018 49919 15924 55 2 20 0 35.11 32.58 42.36 
MG-3x-2x-2 11843 49914 15922 53 2 50 0 39.77 36.84 45.67 
MG-3x-2x-2 1302 49592 15830 52 1 80 0 40.63 37.82 35.71 
MG-3x-2x-2 2538 49595 15830 52 1 110 15 36.83 34.21 34.19 
M G - 3 x- 2 x- 2 1303 49597 15830 52 1 140 60 32.34 29.84 27.96 
MG-3x-2x-2 11621 49922 15923 54 2 170 0 33.75 32.02 38.12 
MG-3x-2x-2 11890 49922 15923 54 2 200 0 31.26 29.91 35.26 
MG-3x-2x-2 12018 49926 15924 55 2 230 94 16.76 15.39 17.27 
MG-3x-2x-2 11939 49924 15923 54 2 260 0 30.13 29.53 33.45 
MG-3x-2x-2 12151 49922 15922 53 2 290 146 29.44 28.99 30.76 
MG-3.x-2.x-l 11741 49915 15922 53 2 20 0 44.17 42.64 55.69 
MG-3x-2x-l 12187 49924 15925 56 2 50 0 50.51 49.22 61.31 
MG-3x-2x-l 11824 49923 15924 55 2 80 0 46.66 45.48 53.49 
MG-3x-2x-1 11922 49926 15925 56 2 110 9 44.85 43.70 50.87 
MG-3x-2x-l 12858 49926 15925 56 2 140 51 39.86 38.59 44.91 
MG-3x-2x-l 12507 49921 15923 54 2 170 0 36.69 35.69 39.67 
MG-3x-2x-l 14586 49915 15920 51 1 200 0 22.20 21.00 30.95 
MG-3x-2x-l 15210 49923 15923 50 1 230 44 30.35 28.97 36.92 
MG-3x-2x-l 14025 49919 15921 56 2 260 135 31.48 30.40 35.88 
MG-3x-2x-l 23168 50520 16108 51 1 290 194 27.63 26.68 35.88 
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separate application. Therefore, the solutions presented here for contemporary groups are not 
applicable for other cases, although the procedure recommended here can be used in other 
cases. 
First step 
Initially, a sample of milk yield records (Table 6.1) were adjusted for the effects of interaction 
of management groups with parity, square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, days pregnant 
and square of days pregnant by using the adjustment factors presented in Table 4.28. Milk 
yield records were adjusted using adjustment factors obtained when a pool of three estimates 
of covariance components was used in the mixed model equations. The following formula, was 
used to adjust for effects of parity, days-in-milk, and days pregnant: 
>«4,1 = >''„r.9 + pàr + bi x \Z(dim) + 6? x log {dim) 
+63 x dp + 64 x dp2 
where: 
Yadj 1 = record adjusted for parity, square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, and days 
pregnant and square of days pregnant; 
VoriQ = record before adjustment (Table 6.1); 
par = adjustment factor for parity effect; 
dim = number of days-in-milk in which the record was measured: 
dp = number of days pregnant in which the record was measured: 
bi = adjustment factor for the effect of square root of days-in-milk: 
b2 = adjustment factor for the effect of logarithm of days-in-milk: 
= adjustment factor for the effect of days pregnant: 
64 = adjustment factor for the effect of square of days pregnant: 
The sixth record for management group MG-3x, presented in Table 6.1, which is equal 
44.85 will be used for illustration. Based on the adjustment factors provided in Table 4.28, 
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and because the milk yield record. 44.85 kg, came from a cow in their second parity and from 
a management group MG-3x, Yad.ji can be written: 
Yajji = 44.85 + (0.5241915) + (0.3847732 x VlTO) + (-1.6878760 x log 170) 
+ (-0.0051475 x 151) + (0.0000359 x 1512) 
Ya , iji = 41.76 
Table (j.l shows all sample records adjusted for parity, square root and logarithm of days-
in-milk. days and square of days pregnant. Those adjusted records were obtained by using the 
adjustment procedure explained in this section. 
Second step 
In the second step of adjustment, adjusted records obtained in step one were further ad­
justed for effects of contemporary group factors, i.e. herd-test-date, herd-year-season, and 
interactions of paritv-calving-season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk. Ini­
tially for each contemporary group, an average of solutions was computed. The solutions used 
to computed these averages were obtained when the whole data was fitted using the pool of 
covariance component estimates. Average solutions are shown in Table 6.5. Secondly, for each 
contemporary group factor, a deviation between level solution and the average of solutions was 
computed. The solutions for the levels of herd-test-date, herd-year-season, and interactions of 
parity-calving-season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, are shown in Tables 
6.2. 6.3. 6.4. respectively. This set of solutions was extracted from the solutions when a pool of 
three estimates of covariance components was used in the mixed model equations. To obtain 
records adjusted for contemporary group effects, deviations computed for each contemporary 
group factor were added to the adjusted record obtained in step one. 
The following formula was used: 
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Table 6.4 Solutions for interactions of parity-calving-season-state with 
square root (pes x sdim) and logarithm (pes x ldim) of 
days-in-milk 
Solutions 
level pes x sdim pes x sdim 
49 0.1838 0.6173 
50 0.1221 1.1999 
51 0.1674 0.7852 
52 0.1011 0.7443 
53 -2.4117 7.3082 
54 -2.0712 6.6475 
55 -1.7872 5.5058 
56 -2.0400 6.1927 
t i -2.4371 8.1021 
78 -2.1451 7.1853 
79 -2.1248 7.1343 
SO -2.1758 7.0709 
Table 6.5 Average of solutions for all levels of herd-test-date 
(htd). herd-vear-season (hys). interactions of par-
ity-calving-season-state with square root (pes x sdim) and 
logarithm (pes x ldim) of days-in-milk 
contemporary group average 
htd 3.1385 
hys 3.1737 
pes x sdim -0.9540 
pes x ldim 3.6667 
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ya,iji =  y  ad j  i + (ht(l - htd) + {hys - hys) + 
(pes x V dim - pes x ydim) + (pes x log dim - pes x log dim) 
where: 
> = record further adjusted for contemporary group effects; 
> 'adj i = record adjusted for parity, square root and logarithm of days-in-milk, days and 
square of days pregnant obtained in step one (Table 6.1): 
)'adji — average of whole data adjusted for parity, square root and logarithm of days-in-
milk, days and square of days pregnant. Its value is equal 32.04; 
h td  = solution for herd-test-date effect (Table 6.2); 
h td  = average of solutions of herd-test-date effect (Table 6.5) 
hys = solution for herd-year-season effect (Table 6.3); 
hys  =  average of solutions for herd-year-season effect (Table 6.5): 
pes x sdim = solution for interaction of parity-calving-season-state effect with square root 
of days-in-milk (Table 6.4): 
pes  x sd im  =  average of solutions for interaction of parity-calving-season-state effect with 
square root of days-in-milk (Table 6.5): 
pes x ldim = solution for interaction of parity-calving-season-state effect with logarithm of 
days-in-milk (Table 6.4): 
pës x ldim = average of solutions for interaction of parity-calving-season-state effect with 
logarithm of days-in-milk (Table 6.5): 
For illustration, the sixth record of management group MG-3x adjusted in step one, will be 
further adjusted for effect of herd-test-date, herd-year-season, interactions of parity-calving-
season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk. This record came from the fol­
lowing contemporary group levels (Table 6.1) : 80207 for htd, 25346 for hys, and 78 for pes). 
Therefore, based on solutions for contemporary group effects provided in Tables 6.2. 6.3, 6.4, 
and in the average of contemporary group effects provided in Table 6.5, it can be written 
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V„dj2 = 41.76+ (17.4453- 3.1385) 
+((1.6130 - 3.1737) + ((-2.1451 x x/ÏTÔ) - (-0.9540 x x/ÎTÔ)) + ((7.1853 x log 170) 
y.idji = 57.05 
lu Table 6.1. it is shown all sample records adjusted for herd-test-date, herd-year-season, 
and interactions of parity-calving-season-state with square root and logarithm of days-in-milk. 
Those adjusted records were obtained by using the procedure explained in this section. 
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